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' . .flL'ct IS 
1-. farmer cooperative is a business entcr::-rise one orGanized, owned, 
and controlled hy f:ir-mer membe;s who have .oined to;_;ether voluntarily to 
provide themselves ;,;ith needed supplies and10::- sep:i_ces. 
Cooperatives ha·.;e long been a part of ::he ,·_r.1eri can free ente1·prise 
system. They go bac 1: to Colonial days when ncighho;·s helped each other 
clear land, build roads, and harvest crops. .\bout 181C, farmers j n ~;oshen, 
Conn., experimented with cooperative dairying and around 1900 there were )!12 
cooperative creameries in Ohio. Grai.n and livestoc:· ma: keting coope1·atives 
and farm supply purchasing associations soon followed 
There have, of course, been vast changes in the agricultural economy 
since those days and the focus of cooperatives has chan;;ed with the times. 
Today's cooperatives perform a ma_ssive array of tasks tor their mcmbe~·s. 
They market about a fourth of U. S. farra products and help farmers obtain 
about a Hfth of thr:~ir supplies. :'.nd members add Lo their incomes and ;_·educe 
their costs by use oE this business i;ool. Other services cooperatives 
provide range tram nrtificial brceclins, soil testing, credit, irri0ntion, and 
insurance. gural credit unions an<l rural· telephone and electric cooperatives have 
helped farmers improve their ii vi n:~. 
To accomplish ~hese tasks, many small cooperatives have merged into 
larger local cooperatives to serve more nembei·s as cor:l!Tlunity and trading 
areas have expanded. And many of: these local cooperatives have ;oined 
together to form federated coope-:.·atives such as ',andnarl·. 
Farmer cooperatives are chartered un2e;~ State Lm·1s and operate 
under the same federal and State business laws and regulations as other 
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firms. There are three basic principles that distinguish cooperatives 
from other types of corporate businesses: 
l. Cooperatives provide goods and services to members at cost. Savings 
(or net margins) above costs are returned to partons in pruportion 
to their use of the cooperative. 
2. Control of the cooperative is in the hands of its members. Tradi-
tionally, cooperatives operate on a one mer:Jber - one vote basis. However, 
about 25 percent of the States permit cooperatives to allocate a limited 
number of votes according to the number of si1ares of stock a member holds 
or the extent of his patronage. In Ohio the laws say no membei- of a 
stock coop shall have more than 1/20 of the total votes ( 1729. lC:-:::-{;) 
3. Fede_!!ll and State laws specify maximum interest rate of t\/. that 
~--~ooperative~ _ _.£..ay on stock. ( 1729. lU F) This is to keep ownernhip 
in the hands of its users rather tll'an investors who are primarily interested 
in a profitablr! return on their invest1.1ent 
Cooper:itivef. a,.-e truly a part of our dy!1amic competitive economy. 
/\ COOPERATIVr~ JS /\ BUSINESS 
A cooperatjve is a business formed by a r,roup of people to ob::ain 
certain services fo:- themselves more ef.fer;:t'vely o- :10:-e economically than 
they can obtain them individually. C:ooperative members own, finance. and 
operate theic business for their mutual benefit. Cooperative members 
draw up by .. laws and other necessary legal papers Members elect a board 
of directors. The board hires a manager and mah~s general policies. 
The manager runs the day-to-day busfness. 
A COOPERA.TIVE DEFINED l 
"A cooperative is a voluntary contractual oq~an:.ization of persons 
1 c . ooperat1 ve 
February, 1965 
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Criteria. Servjce P.eport 71, Farr:ie>: Cooperative Ser:·ice, 
hn·rin?, a m11tunl ownership interest in p;.o· .. idi'.1~ rher:1selvcs a 
needed S0.r'ri cc' s) on a nonprofit. bp,si s 
~s :1 leP.al cnti .. y to accompl 5-sh ar cconomj c ob 'ec t i.'.1e thro11~h 
ment and opera ti.anal risks, benefits gained, or losses incurred 
are shared equitably hy its members in proportion to their use 
of the cooperative's services .. ~cooperative is democratically 
controlled by its members on the basis o.f their slatus as a 
member-user ::ind not as investors in the capital sLructure of 
the coop<'ratives." 
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A cooperntive is not an easy solution to al.l economic problems 
cooperative is a business operation. It must be organized, ii nanced, and 
operated just as nny other business on Main Street. .\ coop cannot assure 
that a farmer, upon joining, will i\Ml)ediately solve his problems; nor can 
a coop guarantee to turn a marginal farming ·operation into a successful 
commercial farming operation. ,\ cooperative catl not, in our competitive 
economy, continously pay farmers the. highest price for his produce or 
sell supplies. at the lowest price. 
When a cooperative is organized and goes into business it can increase 
competition and improve the service of the existin'.; businesses dealing with 
farmers in the area served by the ne,., cooperative. In our free compeLitive 
economy these new services, and any price advantages, are soon r:ie t by 
other businesses. 
A member of a farmer cooperative must do business ui th his coopc1·ative 
if he extpect j t to be sucessful. Far· too often p.coducers have used their 
marketing cooperative as a dumping 8round for thejr low quality or excess 
products, and their supply cooperatives to provide sei·vice only. /'.s a 
result, the cooperative has not been as successful as it could have beer 
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P.ven __ though i.t may contince to operate, ~l cannot achieve its-!)otential 
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. Otherwise known as 
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Clwiel H. lnpaham 
t;i;pli'bneat of Apleultural Eeonomles 
ucl Rural Sociology 
COoperaUve Extension Service 
Ohio State University 
January, 1971 
Cooperati~s. 
(Agricurtura 1 ·Associations) 
17f9.o.i Terms used in section 1oternin2 
agricultural cooperatives. 
In sections li29.0l to li29.2i. inclusive. or the Re· 
vised Code: 
(A J "Agricultural products·· includes horticultural. 
viticultural, forestry.· dairy. livestock, poultry, bee and 
farm products: 
( B .' "Association.. means any corporation organized 
under sections li29.0l to 1729.27. inclusive. of the Re-
vised Code: 
! C 1 "Member·· includes actual members ·of associa-
tions without capital sto<·k and holdt-rs of common stock 
in associations or~ani7.t•d with t·apital stock: 
( D) "Person" im·!udes indivit.!uals, firms. partner· 
ships, corporations. anti associations. 
Associations shall b1.• dt:>emed non-profit. inasmuch as 
they are not organized to makt• profit for themselves as 
such. or for their members as such, but only for their 
members as producers. 
1729.02 Purposes 
An assoc·iation may be organized to engage in any 
activity in connection with the marketing or selling or 
the agril'ultural products of its members, with the har-
vesting, preserving. drying, processing. canning. pack-
ing .. grading, storing. handling. shipping. or utilization 
of such products. or with the manufacturing or market-
ing of the by-products of such products: to engage in any 
activity in connection with the manufacturing. selling. 
or s1,1pplying to its members or machinery. equipment. 
or-supplies of any kind: to engage in services in con-
nection· with activities authorized by sections 17~.01 to 
1729.27, inclusive. of the Revised Code: or to engage in 
the financing of the activitit-s t•numcratcd in this sec-
tion. Such association may bt• nrganiz<•d to <•ngaJ((' in an:v 
one or more of such activities. but this sct'tion does not 
au!horize any professional services otherwise· prohib'.ted 
b~· law. 
1729.03 Powers 
Each association incorporated under sections 1729.01 
to 1-729.27, inclusive, of the Revised.Code shall have the 
following powers: 
<At It may engage in any activity in connection with 
the marketing, selling. preserving, harvesting. drying. 
processing, manufacturing, cannins::. packing, grading. 
storing, handling. or utilization on any agricultural prod-
ucts produced or delivered to it b~· its members or others. 
<>r with the manufacturing or marketing of the by-
products of such produc-ts: any activities in connectton 
with the purehM<-. sal<-. hiring. or u~ by its mfmb!rs 
·o!' others, of supplil's. marhinery. or equipment of any 
· klbd: may engage in services in t'onnrction with any 
activities authorized by sections 1729.01 to 1729.27. in· 
elusive. of the Revised Code. or may engage in the 
financing of such activities. Such association may enpge 
in any one or more of the activities specified tn this tet'-
tion but this section does not authorize any professional 
services otherwise prohibited by law. 
. Any such association ~:iy 'lmit its activities to ~he 
handling or the marke':in~; of products of its own mem-
bers, except for storage. 1f it. hand!.es the product!' of 
non-members, th<> total of such non-mcm ':>ers· products 
h:m~led by it in any fiscal year must not exceed the 
total of similar products handled by the association for 
its own members during the same period. 
( B) It may borrow money without limitation as to 
amotiht of corpor:i.tc inc!cbtedness or !iabilit.v except 
in the case of associations organized with capita; stock 
and may make advance payments ::\nd other advances to 
members or others. 
( C ) It may act as the agent or representative of any 
members in any of the acttvitics mentioned in divisions 
(A) and ( B) of this section. 
( D) It may purchase, otherwise acquire, hold. own. 
exercise all rights of ownership in. sell. transfer. pledge, 
guarantee the payment of dividends or interest in, or 
guarantee the retirement or redemption of shares of 
capital stock or bonds of any corporation or association 
~hgaged in any activity directly related to the associa-
tion's own authorized activities or in the warehousing. 
handling, or marketing of any of the products handled 
by the association. 
·. ( E ) It may establish reserves and invest the funds 
thereof in bonds or in such other property as is provided 
in the by-laws. ( F) It may buy, hold, and exercise all privileges of 
ownership over such real or personal property as is 
necessary, convenient, or incidental to the conduct of 
an;r authorized business of the association. 
( G) It may establil!h, secure, own, and develop pat-
eh~~ trademarks, and copyrights. 
( H) It may do everything necessary, suitable, or prop-
er for the accomplishment of any of the purposes enu-
merated in this section, or conducive to or expedient for 
the interest or benefit of the association, and may con-
tra.ct accordingly. In addition it may exercise and pos-
se~ all powers, rights, and privileges necessary or in-
cidental to the purposes for which the association is 
or_(ahized or to the activities in which it is engaged, 
and also any other powers, rights, and privileges granted 
to ordinary corporations by the laws of this state, except 
stith as are inconsistent with the express provisions of 
$ectfons 1729.01 to 1729.27, inclusive, of the Revised 
Code; and it may do any such thing anywhere. 
1'tao4 Use of word "Cooperative'' 
~o person, firm, corporation, or association organized 
qr applying to do business in this state on or after July 
17, .1923, as a farmers' marketing association for the sale 
.,Of.farm products shall use the word "cooperative'' as a part .of its corporate or other business name or title. un-1eu .it has complied with sections 1729.01 to 1729.27, in-
clusive, of the Revised Code. 
118.o§ Number of incorporators 
Five or more persons, a majority of whom are resj-
deiits of this state and engaged in the production of agri-
cultural products, may form a non-profit cooperative 
is$>clation with or without capital stock, under sections 
1129.01 to 1729.27, inclusive, of the Revised Code. 
UY Articles of incorporation 
:Bacli association must prepare and file articles or in-
corporation which set forth: 
2 
·A· ThC' narn'· Cl'. the association: 
1 E ' Thl' ;1:.1r~1os~· for which it ic; forrnc•d: 
i C 1 Ttw p:ac 0 wh·r,. its pr;ncipal busin<'ss will be 
trans:it'C'd · 
• D 1 T!~(' 11'.:r.1he,. nf ~ts dirC'<:f.ors. which must be not 
less ~ han fiw·: +be !.e1·n1s of offo:<' for su('h dir<~<:tors: 
and the namr:s a;'d addresS<''i of !hosr.: who arc t<i serve 
as dir'-'ctnr<.:. 1·;~1w:- f11r 11:e first tc•rrn or unti: the ('}N'fion 
and qua!ifir·:i 1 !on<- flf t.twir suce•~SS•)rs. or both: 
· r: · i' th<' 2ss<>e•ation is 1irganized without capital 
stork. w~1cther 1 h" propl•rty rights :rnd interests of all 
m1_•rnbi:-rs are to be· Pqua! or unequal: if unequal, the 
gr.'m•:-a! ruk·s a;1u1icable to all members by which the 
pro:wrt,· '<gh~> :ir:r! '11tl'resi.s of ea('h nwm1J1.•r are to be 
d<'tNmin(·d · ;• ~1'~ ]Jru\'ision for the admission of new 
rn~mbt•rs L'Ptil'."'I '.'1 "hare in the propt'rty of the asso· 
ciation with ~l1c o!d :rcmi,ers. in accordance with such 
general r-u:P :. wh:c!- p!'o\"is!on shalt not bC' altered. 
amended. or r':'pealed except by the written consent or 
vote of two-thirds of the members: 
1 F .! If the :is~oeiation is organized with capital stock, 
the amour1t of such stock. the number of shares into 
which ;t is divided. and the par valu<' pl'r share: and if 
the capital stoek is divided into preferred and common 
stock. a statcrm•nt of the number of shares of stork to 
whic~1 preference is granted, the numbl'r of shares (>f 
stock to which nn prderencl' is grantc•d. and the nature 
and definite extent of tl;c prefrren<:es and privileges 
!:(rant<'<l to each. 
The articles m"Jst be subscribed b~· the incorporators 
and acknowledged by them before an of'fie<.•r authoriwcl 
l>y law to take and certify acknowledgements of dl'cds 
and convcyancc>s, and sha!l be filed in accordance with 
sections 1701.01 to 1702.58. inclusive, of tlw Revis<'d 
Cod<'. When so fil<'d. said articles of incorporation. or 
certified copies thereof. shall be n•c<•ived in all the 
courts of this state as prima-facie evidC'ncc of thC' facts 
contained in thl•m and of the due in<"orporation of sue!i 
association. 
1729.07 Amendment 
The articles of ineorporation of an association may 
be altered or amended at any regular meeting of tht• 
association or at an~· special meeting called for that pur-
pose. An amendment must first be appro\·ed by two-
thirds of the directors and must then be adoptC'd by a 
vote repres0nting a 111ajority of all thl' mc•mbcrs of the 
association. Amendments to the artitl<'s of incorpora-
tion, when so adopt<•d. shall be filed in aeeorclance with 
sections 1701.0l lo 1702.:J8. inclusiV<'. of the· Rcvis<'d 
Corle. 
1729.08 Filing fees 
For filing articks of incorporation <ir amcndmC'nts 
thereto, and with rPspcct to the issuanc·e of sharl's of 
stoek. an assot·iation organized under se<'lions 1729.0l to 
1729.28. inrlusivf). of tht> RcvisC'd Coc!P, ~hall pay to the 
secr<'tary of state th<· fees imposed by s1!ction 111.16 
of the Revised Corl<· upon corporations or~~anized for 
profit. 
1729.09 Membership limited 
r A 1 Under the terms pr<'scribed in th<' by-laws adop-
ted by it. an association may admit as nwmhcrs. or issuc 
common stock to. only coopl•rativP mark<'ting associations 
or persons engageci in the production of agricultural 
products for the market. including the lessees and ten-
ants of land used for th<· f'" OC1.'C''i•Jll of such product<; 
itrtd any lessors and 1.and~or"'s or si;ch '.<me: who 'l"ecei\p 
as rent any of the crop raised '..ln '. ilc leasPd prC'rr:isc<:. 
( J3. j If a member of a nonstock association is not ::: 
nntura~. p£:rson, such memhcr ma~ be rf'p'l"csr·ntect h\ an:-· 
individu: '., associate, officer. manai:;n. or mcmlwr. ;r 
such representation is authorized in writing. 
( C} Any association organizt'd unt~Pr sections l'i:Z~1.0~ 
to 1729.27, ~nclus:vc, of the Rcv:sc(: ("ir!c. :ray bcco:i:c r. 
member or stockhold"r of any othl'i as:-:ocia'ion •Jrt;;a:'l.-
lzed under such sections. 
i729-1b Membership, stock ownership, 
individual liability 
(A) When a member of an association estab1isl:ect 
without capital stock has paid his membershio frc in 
f,lill, he shall receive a certifC'ate of membership from 
the association. 
.. , ( B) No association shall issue stock to a member '.m-
tll it has been fully paid for. The promissory noks ef 
the niembers may be accepted by the association as fu'.l 
br t:111rtial payment for stock. The association shall hoh: 
the. stock as security for th 1.~ payment of the note: bu~ 
sitch retention as security shali not affect the member's 
tight tb vote. · 
( C) No member shall be liable for the debts of the 
assodation to an amount exceding the sum remaining 
unpaid on his membership fee or on his subscription 
to tlie capital stock, including any unpaid balance on anv 
.~t ·· . ty notes given in payment of such memb(•rship 
· · · · ... ~scription. 
-~'. , .  j :.~he directors of the association shall be liable 
, '8 .members of the associat!on. 
· . · < . • ) M.:r stockholder of the association shall own more Mi Oft~entieth of its common stock, and the asso-
'cijilibti in its by-laws may limit the amount of common 
~ock whkh one member may own to any amount Jess 
thah one-twentieth. 
( .F. ) T. he association shall limit its dividends on stock 
tti iny amount not greater than eight percent per an-
.huiiji\ and all its other net income, less specified reservi:>s 
wl\icii $hall be provided for in the by-laws, shall be dis-
trltiuted to its members only on the basis of patronagC'. 
Any receipts or dividends from subsidiary corporations. 
or frdm stock or other securities owned by the associa-
, tfort, sl;Ulll be inc_luded in the ordinary receipts of th'.' 
association, an dshall be distributed accordingly. 
( G) No member in any such association organizC'd 
wtthotit capital stock shall be entitled to more than one 
~ote. · 
t H ). Any such association organized with stock may 
B~,tt.e pteferred stock which does not have the right to 
\'Ote. sueh stock may be sold to any person and may bt• 
r'edeemable or retirable by the association on such terms 
as ate .t>rovided for by the articles of incorporation and 
PHoted,on ~he face of the certificate. 
(I) .The by-laws shall prohibit the trans£ er of the com-
rtton Stock of the association to persons not engaged in 
the production of the agricultural products for the mar-
ket; and such restrictions must be printed upon every 
certUkate of stock subject to them. 
( J) The association may, at any time specified in the 
6y~laws, except when the debts of the association exceC'd 
flfty. percent of its assets, purchase its own common stock 
at the book value of such stock, as determined by the 
liditd of directors, and pay for it in cash within one year 
ther~after. 
F'lr·~ ;t .. ·....,,,,·:~·- :•!~ ··~u.-<. ·~1.,~> ~, •i1···! r'.::· .... ~t:~('r it<;. 
;r;r_·,_·~·:111··;;_• ,,r~ ~!:!•1'.'' '. 1 1~· 1~:-; ;..rr;\·r·r~)f!f•·:~i '\'- :i•:ir!ajl_(·'f°:f·~~· 
C1 1·:·'~' r!f :)., .';~\\.'-\ '!1' ·~~('11n~ .. ·...,·r ~:' ... T. ,' i • .,. ; 1 11v~l·! ."": :!f'.~!n.~-
('r~ '1y S(t:•;r1;1c~ •-;-:"l r1• 1,, :7:.!~I :27 i"lr·'.~:;-i'.r• :I[ t!-,,. !U·-
\:;'){:r: ('.,,1,_, Tf:1' ,: t, r,·· · .. \·r··~,·~) ~i.._ . ..._,,r:1 '1' ·~ :1<1 .:1~:··~-~ :, 1 · 
~~;c• n:<··:n:)Pf .. · : . r,.,.( :...._....~ 1.:_\" ~11 ~ 1. 1 >'!'~ ...::u·: 1 \_-;.'.~n·.·~. Th~· \1:.--
:~\\··..; ..._,!~;i;~ ~·"~1\ ;1_~,. • · ~ 1 !~".\. ~·:;a\" i,,. :1~"- ~,r~'·r: ::.;-:·~ :.~~~~~ 
~pl1 t<f:. 'hf• \·r.1~:~:.L· ~11}\\r•!' '.)_\" \~:h:t:: ~i~~1<·rr~'f:':f1h.: P~3\' iH· 
rti~!dt_', rt_ )~a.\· ~d~1 :1;-'f)\ :r~'-' f<>r :\r':• ,,, '~·:r..· !"<J:i~)\\'in":...1: 
m:~"!.~,_·;..,_ 
~ ,\ · : .. }:0 t;~1t·. !-:ace. a'1d n;annP; ' 1 '°" ~·n.!1lng a'1d con. 
c'uct;n7 +!11· a~snc·!~t;')rl.<\ ;11P(·tings: 
· n T~~r.· nu:!~h0:· '~~ P.1c·:;1ht·:-s c·t_,ns~~~u~i·~.v a qunrun1 
: C 1 ·;h,: !'i~:rt ')'. r~11_~rr~ber~ !r: \"o'c /1:; l\!""nx_,. ,,r h.': n1a!!. 
or i.,~)~~. a ;;d ~ hn t''H~d ;+:qr::.;. :na!1nf 1!·. rrn·1n. and (•fTpc~ of 
S'.:C I; \i''<.'5: 
· :C1 ' ·;i~,_l !~'J:11~)Cr ef ri:!"P(.'~('~-, ('(J!1:,t!tutin~ :1 ~lUUT''JP.1' 
· i. .... · 'Tb<' qu.n:.1:·~c~1!ir1ns cnl'11p~·:1-.:at~on. '.iutl~'s. and 
krrr<: qf on;r:c· ,,f (!!rl•l"!or<, :ir.r 1 (lq:,_.,,rs. and ~hl' t i•:w nf 
t~~ep~ ~1~ 1 eti,,~ ar!ri !f~e n~a'.~,.H.·~· ~1\·int" nn•:<.'f.' t!11·r(·qf: 
! F ~ 1 f•n:1:1:'''-' '(1~· Yiolatif)n '·! ~ht· ;)\·:a\\·s: 
r r; 1 ·r~11' '1t11'1LP'l~'-'. nt P!)1r~f1''(1 • ,~~·;_1 :1~'!/~ttinn. nr<' r.1('P1· 
hcrsh:p ~-<·,_·~. :r :. 1 n~\·· ii,,_. P'.2'""'l1'·: 1 ( '-")'!"'·~ ~nt~ ! ~H'!l1: and 
~hp ~J'..lrp1}'-..{.'S fc;!" \ 1.<11r·f! 1~:1·:; :~:~(\' ~H' .J'i('lT 
r JJ · ,\r'.\' J'll')U:1+ \1,h~~·J) "~:,-~, l''1.irn'.H·r is ~'' bc1 f('· 
qu!r<·r1 ~,, f1ay t!'!f'~ta~:.\· "f' frnt:1 tin~c· t·! ~in1e to {"arry r1?1 
the b'...l,i!'1PSS or t)1l' :Js:;(Jf';a1iOrJ" :tn,» 1•!1:1!"~'_<' ~I) D(.' paid h::-
i:':\('h n1C':nlwr fw· "I'!"\ JtT> n·ndf'!"cl ii:, 1 hi· a<>sociation 
to l:;,,~, :rnd Iii,. tin1P ,,; pa:•nw11'. ;11111 till' rn:mnc•r of col· 
!('etiun 'Jf such <:ha:·:c:<. and ari.\· 111:irk('l in~'. contract he· 
twf'\•n thl· a.~socia!i,,n :rnd its m1·rn'.wrs whir·!' t·vcry mem-
b<'r ma:-· ht• rC'q~:rl'd tu sign. 
r I: Th<' numh1_•r and qualifications nf !ltl'rnbc·rs of the 
a.;;soci:ition and th· C<'tH!!•ions pn.•ct•dL•nt '.o '.•wmbcrship 
or to ownership qf common stock then· in: 'h(· time and 
m::rnnl'r of pcrmlt!;nt.: metnl)('rs to withd::iw or the hnld-
<'rs of comr-:on <;tor:k to :ransfer th<•!r st<11:k · tli<· mannl•r 
of assii:mrnPnt a'1rJ 1··an~'Pr 'lf the intl·r('s!s of members 
and of thC' shares <.>f eommo:i s•_oc:k the conditions ur'-''l 
which and tht• t!m1· '' hf·r. thl' m~mbt>rs!1ip o: an:- mr:m· 
iwr shall C't·ase. l!·:c ~usp•:nsion of Lie :-!;.:h~s of a mlTl· 
~H·r whPn lw <:easc·s 1,, i,,. Pli!!ibk to n~~·mbt""'hip in t'1c 
asc;oc·j:1tlPn: !~H~ r:,ailf1t'r and (•fT('C't of t~1r· exjHJ~.~ioP. of :-J 
ml'mlH'r: and the r11an'1<':· of d1:tl'rn:in?'1'..'. '.!:,, ._a;u<' of a 
men:bPr·s intl'n·st. <ir.'i nrovisi<•n for it" p•.ir: !•asr· hy lh,. 
associa! ion. upon ~ h: 11r·ati1 rir wit!H1 raw a: (lf a 1rn·mli1.•r 
or upon tile ex;>ub•nn 1if :i T!l('Jlll)f'r ,,,. ·~1r• f11rft'ilL1r1· of 
his !1'C''11hership. <>~· at '.ht• opti11n 1Jf tlw :1'-S'•ciatio11, pro-
visiqn 'or sw:h pur,,·!1asP at a pric·p fix 1 '<! \i\ appraisal hy 
thP board of d1n•ctors hut in C'as1: <•' '"" withdrawal 
or expuls111n of a n'"!ll!J('r. th(' apprais;;l .. r h;s propert_\· 
intt>rests in t!w as:.;ol'i:ttion and the fixin.~ u: th!' amount 
thNrof in monc·.\ <;!:all he dnn1· !'t;Uitablv by 'iUt'h hoard. 
and sueh amour.! shall IJl' paid to liJtn wit !Jin onP year 
aftt•r such cxpulsi<1r: qr withdrawal: 
' .! l Any other nr(1vis1on for any matter relative to 
the control. rpgulation. opl'ration, manac:PmPnt. or gov-
crnnwnt of thC' ass<>('iation. 
1729.12 Meetings of members or stockholders 
In it<: h~·-J;:iw<-:. r·;ich ;i<;sor-iatiun shall pr()\'idt· hr 0111· or 
morP rl'L'U!;ir ~::1·et:ngs annually. 'I'll<' ll1iard of directors 
may call a sp(:(·;ai mel.'fing at any tinit'. 1\·n p<'rl'ent of 
the membf.'rs or stockholders nia:v lilt· a petition stating 
the specific husirws!' to be brought beforl' tlw as!'ociation. 
~nd demand a speclal me<.''·"\~ 'r:" o;;uch business. at any 
time, and such meeting~ ~ii.;o.,;t thC'rnuoon be callC'd bv thi: 
bOard. Notice of evC'ry mceti:ii,;,. to;:'.ethcr with a ~~ate­
mrnt of the purpos<' thereof sha' I be mailed to each 
n,1emb(~r nt least ten days prior to the meeting. un!c~s 
the by.i:i.ws require that such notice may be givf'n by 
publication in a newspaper of g('ncral circulation. puh-
lished at the principal place of business of the associa-
tion. 
1729.13 Board of Directors 
The affairs of an association sha11 he managed by a 
board of not less than five directors. elected bv the tnc>m-
bers from their own number The by-laws m"ay providt> 
that the territory in which the association has members 
shall be divided into districts and that the directors shan 
be elected according to such districts either directly or 
by district delegates elected by the members in eaeh 
district. In such a case the by-laws shall specify the num-
bers of directors to be elected bv each district and the 
manner of reapportioning the directors and of redistrict-
ing the territory covered by the association, and may 
provide that primary elections shall be held in each 
district to elect the directors apportion('d to such districts 
and that the result of all such primary elections may be 
ratified by the next regular meeting of the association 
or may be considered final as to the association. The 
by-l~ws may. provide that one or more directors may be 
~ppointed by any public official or commission or by I.· directors selected by the members or their de le-·, thach directors shail represent primarily the in-\{~f.· the general public in such associations, and 
.ot be members of the association, but shall havr 
tMt, ~ powers and rights as other directors. Such 
dtt~ shall not number more than one-fifth of the 
entire ti.Umber of directors. 
The association may provide a fair remuneration for 
the time actually spent by its officers and directors in 
its service, and for the services of the members of its 
~xecu.ti\Te committee. No director of the association, dur-
ing the term of his office, shall be a party to a contract 
for profit with the association differing in any way from 
the business relations accorded regular members or 
h6ld~r1 of common stock of the association or others, 
or dtlferirtg from terms generally current in that district. 
The.J>y·laws may provide that no director shall occupy 
i~y officer's position in the association except that of 
p1'¢stdent ~md secretary or either, on regular salary or 
sU)>.Staritially full-time pay. 
The by-laws may provide for an executive commit-
tee and may allot to such committee all the functions 
a~d powers of tbe board, subject to the general direction 
and. control of the board. 
'\Vhen a vacancy on the board occurs other than by 
i:!X}>lratlon of term, the remaining members of the board, 
by. a tnatority vote, shall elect a director to fill the va-
Ctl~cy, unless the by· laws provide for an election of 
dii"edorS by district in which case the board shall im-
hlel4i:itely · call a special meeting of the members or 
stockholders in that district to fill thC' vacancy. 
itft.14 Officers 
The directors of an association shall elect from their 
n.umber a president and one or more vice-presidenti:;. 
They shall also elect a secretary and a treasurer, who 
Jieed not be directors or members of the association: 
and they may combine the two offices and designate 
4 
fh!' eorn!1iu·d •:'l•,.. ;1~ thaf r,r s1·r·rf'tarv-tr<':l<;Urf'.'r. or 
un:•ci lH.1 1 }' r~Pf ~~O'JI..: ;t!;d ti~!ts ~n ~H1f~ ~J 1:!"~~>:1. ·rhe tr<.!aS· 
1.:~·, .. · n:a\ 1,,. :! 1J:1r>k 1.r a'l.\ d('i-'''~i\<J!'\' 'ant' as "iU<:h, shall 
:1•". 1:t' <·1::;,'.d!•l'(·•l :is :Pl "fT!('l'f. f;i.;t. as '1 fUn<.:tion Of the 
br~:~:·'J of '.:;:·pr_:'r. 1 ~·:.... ::;n,..: tl:e sr_· 1:rttary shall pt'rforrn the 
t:~t:~i acr·ou!~t~n~ r!t~!: 1.)~ o! t_}-,p trpasur0:-. ~)~t ttc fun 1..!s 
o~· 1.~r .. • a<>srJc'aL"n s;ia!] be <ll'posited or.!v as and w!wrr• 
:.l u'. ::oriw1l h~· ~ rw hnard. . . 
1729.15 Bonds of officials 
E\'ery ofTicer. emp1"~·C'e. and age!'lt handl!ng funds. 
negotiabk ir.stnl!~1l':1•s ni· 0ther pn•pPrt:- of or for :m 
association sha1! ~·x,.c.:tr aw! cklr\·('!' adt.:"iuate bon<!s 
!·nr t!Jc faithfu) pcrf••rmance o: i1 ~ duties :in<i nhl:!'.!3· 
~:on~:. 
1729.16 Removal of "fficers or directors 
Any n:<·r,1bcr o! :in :issociation may bring chart(es 
a.t;a;n<;t an pJTir:•'r c;r dirr~ctor of th(' assri('iation h-.· filing 
tiH.•tn in writ;n;,: witL thr: secr1·~ar~· r1f the association 
together w:1 h 11i(· pr.·• i' :on. sigm·d by fi\'e ;>1:rc:ent of 
rm·mbers. f"'JL!~·s~ in~'. th 1.• r"movai of the r1fTir·C'r or dirrc-
tor in quest i11n 'i'h1_• rr·m1_•\·al shall be vot . ._.d u1>on at the 
nr.•xt rpgular •>!' sp<'c:al meeting of the ass1idation and. 
by a vote of a m:.ijority of the members. tiw assoC'iation 
may n·movc th<.· o!'ic<.·r or 1.!ireetor and fill ~he vacanc\'. 
The director or 11!1i<.:er against whom such charges ar(' 
brr:iught sha!J •Jr.• infr,rmed in writing of the charges 
previous tc; the meeting and shall haw an opportunity 
at the r:1c>cting to bP heard in ncrson or h\· counsel and 
to present witnesses and the persons ·bringing the 
charges against hin; ~hall have the same opportunity . 
rn case the by-laws pro\'ide for the elC'r:tion of direc-
tors by districts w:th primary t•leC'tions in each district. 
then the petition for remo\'al of a dirC'ctor must be 
signed by twenty ppn·cnt of the mcmlwrc; residing in 
tlw district from whil'h he was elect('!\. ThC' board of 
dirC'ctors shall then eall a spC'l·ial mr.•eting rJf till' mC'm-
b(•rs residing in that distri<.:t to c·onsidPr thl' rC'mova! 
of the director anc! at such mf.'cting. bv ~' votC' of ihr 
ma_jnrit.'· of the nwmhl'rs of that clistri0('f, tlw dirc•ctor 
in q u1!-;t ion sha !I !)(' n·movNI from oflic'1.:. 
1729.17 Actions of director reviewed by members 
Upon <kmand or O!lf'·third ur th<· entire hoard or 
dirN:tors of an ass•wiation. made and n•t·ordl•d immecli-
atC'ly at the sanw m<'l'ting at which the original motion 
was passed. any matt<'!' of policy that has been approved 
or passed upon by the board must be referred to th<~ 
entire membership of the association for decision at 
thr association's next special or regular meeting: and 
a special meeting may bl• called for this purpose. 
(Marketing) 
1729.18 Marketing Contracts 
An association and its members may mak<' m:trkc•ting 
contracts. rpquiring tht' 1m•mlwrs to st>ll. for :tny iwrio1I 
of time not ovt•r lt'n ~·(•ars, all or any sp(•cifit•d part of 
their :i.grirnltural procluds or spt•c·ifit•d l'onimodities <.•x. 
elusiv1.•l.\' tn or thrnugh tlw assol'iation or to or through 
facilitil'S to be crt•:l!l•d by tlw asso<"iation. Tlw l'Ontract 
may provide. amom'. other things. that the association 
n:ay M'll or resell the products delivered to it by its mem-
bers, with or without taking title thereto. and p~y over 
to its members the l"cscll price. after deducting all 
heeessary selling, overhead, ancl other costs. such as 
inbrest or dividends on stock ::ot excee(~ing eight pcr-
cer.~ per annum, reserves for retiring stock. and any 
other proper reserves, and any othc>r deductions. 
The by-laws or the marketi:.g eontract may nx. as 
liquidated damages. specific reasonab!(' su~m t0 be pai'' 
by the meml:lPrs to the associaho~' upon trie brl'ach !)y 
tliem of the mar;{eting contract ii' regard to Uw sa'.·» 
delivery, or withholding of products, and may furth1.•r 
provide that the member may pav all coc;ts. premiums 
for bonds, expenses, and fees, in case any action is 
brought upon the contract by the association. Such 
provisions shall be enforceable in ti~c courts of this state: 
and such provisions for liquit1ate(! damages ~haE b(· 
enforceable as such and shall not be regarded 3s pen· 
alties. 
(Amended Senate Bill No. 60) 
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State 
of Ohio: 
SECTION 1. That sections 1729 181 and 172!1.99 of 
the Revised Code be enacted to read as follows: 
Sec. 1729.181 (A) No processor, handler, distributor. 
dealer, or agent thereof who purchases or contracts to 
purchase milk, fruits, vegetables, sweet corn, or other 
canning crops from producers of such raw agricultural 
products shall: 
· ( 1) Use duress against, coerce, or boycott producers 
of raw agricultural products in the exercise of their 
rights to join and belong to cooperative agricultural 
fharketing associations; 
• 
Discriminate against producers of raw agricultural 
cts with respect to price, quantity. or quality. or 
terms of purchase of raw agricultural products, 
_by reali!on of the producer's membership in or 
eting contract with cooperative agricultural market-
ssbciations. ( ij) For the purpose of enforcing section 1729.181 of 
th~ R.~vised Code, the director of agriculture may rc-
ceiv~ sworn complaints from affected producers of raw 
agricultural . products or the cooperative agricultural 
m~rketirtg association of which such producers are 
members, or with whom they have a marketing con-
t.~.act, with. respect to Vi_?lations or threatened violations 
or such section. The director may make all necessary 
in.vestigatiops, examinations, or inspections of any vio-
lation or tl:,treatened violation specified in the sworn 
coinplaint filed with him under this division. 
(C) The director may, after receiving a sworn com-
p)aint and the .holding of an i:iforma.l hearing ~n the 
charges made m such complaint. bnng an action to 
enjbil) the violation of any of the provisions of section 
1729.181 of the Revised Code as set forth in such com-
plaint in the court of common please of the county in 
whicn such violation occurred. A summons in such 
a.ction aga.inst any defendant shall be issued to the 
shetiff of any county within this state in which such 
defendant resides or may be served as in other civil 
actions. Actions against different dPfendants may be con-
s0lldated, in the discretion of the court, if the alleged 
violations are of the same provision, have occurred in 
~same or an adjoining county, relate to the same agri-
cultural product, occurred in the same production season. 
and such consolidation can be made without prejudice 
tO a substantial right of any defl>ndant. 
. Nothing jn this section shall be interpreted in any 
*a~ to affect the rights of a producer of raw agricul-
tural prod:.Jr•c;. w';o h2s n0~ signed ::i contract with a 
coorera~:w· ~?.:::r~cu:1 ur:i'. :narkt·t'nz; assoc:ati1.1n. to bar-
(~ain fu~· b~s cr(1:, :n(!~\·J<luall\ ;.v1th an~~- ~1r<1c:essor. ,\ 
;}rutf'~"(·!' n!ay·. h::• ;;!1al~ nnt he re(~u;rt-d t:" bargain for 
an\· o'. '"'.s raw :':ricu:t:l'"<il prot!ur:t rl'quir(•Jl'ents with 
any coo~}P'.J.t \.,_, 2t~Titultural !~~~1rk(·•inL1 <~s"otiati,Jn '>r 
a<S(l•:iat;rJ!''i Tl~r· ·nahilit.\· vf a 1>rocC'~sor :n· his rt'fusal 
tri !~H·et :lw t• rr1~; ;1n•J cnw!it!•1ns qf all_\· C(ioperat1v1• 
a.2:r~!.:U!~ura 1 n.~!!.kl·•:!lJ..; a<.,r..q<·ia!:qn pr<JpucecJ contrat:t 
S~'~L ~io~ !Jc ;.~: 1 r·~·!·:·e'.ed a~ a i)11~:tntt or discriminat.i'>r! 
:t?,~:,!;~\t ~~!P 1·1)()'H· 1 ·:1~ :\ 1 • a~r :r,u11urt1.~ :nark(_1ting asc;uc!a-
t!o~ or ~t~ ?T''.'!';>,::·'.-.. 
Sl•c ! 1:2~•.~J'J \\'hir"."P'' \·;o~atcd si:-c:~'-''1 1 i:l!:l.181 of the 
I{ev;.;.;cd Ct.1(1( ')h~1·1 ··_ic ~·:ntd n(_it :e."i~ ~l;;~i! E!t~· nor 1n'JI"l1 
than !:vc.· l~t;":r~rf·f_: dn:~:1~-"' !(1~· 1:ach nff1_·r:--;e 
1729-19 Cooreration Contracts 
i\n :i~~:o,_·;~~t:·_'~ n~ay. upor. !"_.·:-:o1ut;on <Jf its board of 
di:·ec:rirs er:'":- :!11'.t al' 'Wl".'~sar\ an{! Ji!·uiwr contracts. 
:md n~ak•! al' '1('\ ·css:ir.\' anc! 1.::·orJ<•r "t 1 pul;.1tions and ar-
ran.~t'!nent-.;. \1,,·Jth 3'~>· othc1 t.-"tH)!.~t'r:1t;\.l' tPrporati<Jn or 
assoc;:it;'Jl~ f(·'·'.~>.'d ·n ~hs or an:-· ut!:>.'r s~ate. for thc 
CCH)pcrativP ·.Jr iPol'L' t·tnno!~1:ca! tar!·y!n.~ on of any uf 
i~s business. An.\ t\\· 1 i o:· !l'('!"l' uf sue!! associations may, 
by agreement ~it•t·.H·en t!H'!n. unite in Pmploying or 
<;eparat(•!y emp~•i:- thl' s2me personnel. methods, means. 
and agencit's ~ur l':trr\'ing on tiv:ll' respective businesses. 
Such associ;iti1ms. acti!1,g singly or l'•JllPctivl'ly. may 
Pied ir. conkrencr: w:th two •Jr mon· purchasers of th1.:ir 
pmducts wh1J al'L' ar_·tin).! colleeti\tl.v, and may at such 
cc•nferenn• fix li.v a~'.l'l'<'l1Jl'n! thv pricr.•s to be paid by 
such pur<·hasc·r~ !11 tlw association or associations for 
such product~. Su('h agrC't·nwnts are subjP<.:t to section 
1120.'LO of the Ht•viscd Cod''- <;;;uch cofll'Prkd action by 
sur-!1 pur('hascrs is not a <·o!1tra('t in res'raint of tradP. 
1729.20 Associations and Agreements not in 
restraint of trade 
An associati<•n cornplytng with sec• !O:ls 172~.U l to 
172().2i. inclusiH>. ·•! the He\'ised Cmk. is 11•J• a con-
spiracy, a combir.a!ion in restraint of tradt'. an 1lll'gal 
monopoly, or an attt.'mpt to lt>ssc•n co1~1pt>tifrin or to :tx 
prices arbitrarily: and the markl'ting contracts between 
such an association anti its members. Pr a:iy other agree-
ments authorized in rnch sections. are wt il10gal as such 
in unlawful n·stra;nt of trad(>. or 11art tJf a eonspirac-~· 
or combination to accomplish an improper or illegal 
nurpose. 
1729.21 Payment for purchase in preferred stock 
If an associ3tirm. or).!anized W!lh 1irl'fl·rred capital 
sto<"k, purc-has0s t l1(· s•ock •Jf. a~1y t;r<ip•:f"l y uf. or any 
intcrC'st in any property of any person. 1t rnay disc:han~t· 
the obligations so ineurri.•d wholly or in part by exchang-
ing, for thl' acqain•d :nten•<;t. sharps ,,f its preferred 
capita: stock to an amount which at p::ir value would 
equal the fair rnarkt•t value of such acquired int!•rest. 
as such fa;r marke~ valm• is determinel.i bv the board 
of directors. T~1e transfer to the association ~f the intt•r-
cst so purchased is equivalent to payment in cac;h for 
the shan•!i P; stock so issued. 
1729.22 Membership in other corporations 
An association may organize. form, operate. own con-
trol. hav<> an intN('St in. own stock qf. or hr> a member 
of ahy other corporations engaged in preserving, drying. 
processing, canning, packing, . storing, handling, ship-
pihg, u,tilizing, manufacturing, marketing, or selling the 
agricultural products handled by the association or the 
by-products of such products. 
if such other corporations are warehousing corpora-
tioris, they niay issue legal warehouse receipts to the 
a5sociation or to any other person against commodities 
delivered to them, and suc!l legal \.varehouse receipts 
shilll tie considered an adequate collateral to the extent 
of the usual and current value of the commodity repre-
sented by them. 
112l23 Exemptions 
. .!\ny law which is in conflict with sections 1729.01 to 
1729.27, inclusive, of the Revised Code, shall be con-
strued. as not applying to the associations provided for 
ih $ti.ch sections. 
i\Jly. exemptions under any law applying to agricul-
t\#:~l products in the possess~on or under the control 
of the individual producer shall also apply to such prod-
ucts delivered by its farmer members, as long as such 
pr(lducts are in the possession or under the control of 
th~ a$sociation. 
1Jtlt4 AnnualReports 
:Eaeh as8ociation shall prepare and file with the direc-
't6r i)f agriculture, on forms to be furnished by him, an 
~ndtt~ r"'po. rt containing the name of the association: 
iU; J_)rincipal place of business; a general statement of 
id business operations during the fiscal year, showing 
the amount of capital stock paid up and the number of 
stockholders, if it is a stock association, or the number 
of.ihembers and amount of membership fees received, 
if it is a nonstock association; the total expenses of such 
o"'1'ations; the amount of its indebtedness or liabilities; 
and its balance sheets for such fiscal year. 
1tft.29 Foreign Agricultural Cooperatives 
·. J\ny corporation or association organized under laws 
~(· andther state that are generally similar to sections 1~.01 to 1729.27, inclusive, of the Revised Code, may 
ellfry on a1;1y proper activities in this state upon com-
1,>littnce with the general regulations applicable to for-
cilgh corporations desiring to do .business in this state. 
Ail contracts which could be made by any association 
iht;brporated under such sections, that are made by or 
\\'itli $uch foreign associations, shall be enforceable in 
this. state with all of the remedies set forth in such 
sectidhs. 
Uif~n "$.sociatlons organized and contracts made 
· · before July 17, 1923 
. ~' association organized under statutes in existence 
&f<Sre July 17, 1923, may, by a majority vote of its mem-
hers, be brought under sections 1 i29.01 to 1729.27, in-
c!usive. of the Re\·ised Code. through thl' limitation of 
:ts membership and the adoption of other restrictions 
as provided ir. such s•.•ctions. L"pon such vote lt shall 
make out in duplicate a statement. signed and sworn 
to by its dir<>ctors. to the effect that thl' association has. 
by a majority vote of the members. decided to accept 
the benefits of, and to be bound by, sections 1729.01 to 
1729.2i. inclusive. of the Revised Code. and hai; author-
iZt'd all changes accordingly. Articles of incorporation 
shall be filed as reou1red in section l 729.0~ of the Re-
vised Code. cx<:ept .that thL·y shall be signed by those 
who arc, at the t!me of filing, members of the board of 
directors. The flling f<•e shall he the same as for filing 
an amendnwnt to artir:les of incorporation. -
\Vhen any association can be incorporated under sec-
tions 1729.01 to 17W.n. inclusive. of the Revised Code. 
all contrnC"ts made bv or on behalf of such association 
before Jul.v 17. 1923,' hy its promoters in anticipation of 
its becoming incorporated under the Jaws of this state. 
whether or not such contracts were made bv or in the 
name of some corporation organized under the laws of 
another jurisdiction. arc hereby validated as if made 
after Jul\· li. 1923. if thev could be l'ntered into under 
sections '1 i29.01 to 1729.2i. inclusive. of the Re\'ised 
Code. 
1729.27 General corporation laws apply 
Sections liOl.01 to 1702.58. inclusive. of the Revised 
Code. and all powers and rights undf>r such sections, 
apply to an association organized under sections 172!.l.Ol 
to 1729.27, inclusive. of the Revised Code. except where 
sections 1701.01 to 1702.58, inclusive, of the Hevised 
Code. are in conflict with sections 172!J.01 to 1729.27. 
inclusive, of the Hevised Code. 
1729.28 Consumers' cooperatives 
An association incorporated for the purpose of pur-
chasing, in quantity. wain, goods, groceries. fruits. vq~e­
tables. provisioni;, or any other articles of merchandise, 
and distributing them to consumers at th<• actual cost 
of purchasing. holding. and distribution. may employ 
its capital in the purehase of such merchandise as it de-
sires, and in thl• pur<:hase or lease of sud1 real and per-
sonal estate. subject always to the control of the stock-
holders. as is necessary or convenient for purposes con-
nected with its business. 
Such association may adopt such plan of distribution 
of its purchases among its stockholders and others as is 
most convenient and best adapted to securl' its proposed 
ends. Profits arising from the business may be divided 
among the stockholders from ti!l1e to tinH'. as the asso-
('iation deems expedil'nt, in proportion to the sl'veral 
amounts of their resrwctivc purphast•s. 
·----------·----- - -------. -- ·----- -- .. , ..... 
··· · In furtherance of Cooperative Ext1msion work, acts of May I! and June 30. 1911!, in c.oop<:>ration with the U. S. Department of 
•culture. Roy M. Kottman, Director of the Cooperative Extension Servicf', The Oh•o State Univer~ity. 
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UNITED STATES Cli.PPO VOLSTEAD .\CT 
An Act to Authorize l.ssociation of Producers of .. griculturnl Products 
<I' 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, thnt persons engaged in the pro-
duction of ogriculturnl products ns farmers, plnnters, ranchmen, dairymen, 
nut or fruit growers may act together in associations, corpor~te or otherwise, 
with or without capital stock, in collectively processing, preparing for 
market, handling, and morketing in interstate and foreign commerce, such 
products of persons so engaged. 
Such associations mny have marketing agencies in common; and such assoc-
iations and their members may make the necessary contracts and ngreements 
to effect such purposes; Provided, however, That such nssocintions are 
operated for the mutual benefit of the members thereof, ns such producers, 
and conform to one or both of the following requirements: 
First. That no member of the association is allowed more than one vote 
because of the amount of stock or membership cnpital he moy own therein, or, 
Second. That the association does not pay dividends on stock or membership 
capital in excess of 8 per centum ,per annum. 
And in any case to the following: 
Third. That the association shall not deal in the products of non-members 
to an amount greater in value than such as are handled by it for members. 
Section 2. That if the Secretary of Agriculture shall have reason to believe 
that any such association monopolizes or restrains trade in interstcte or 
foreign commerce to such an extent that the price of ~ny agricultur~l 
product is unduly enhanced by reason thereof, he shall serve upon such 
association<! complaint stating his charge in that respect, to which 
complaint shall be attached, or contained therein, n notice of hearing, 
specifying a day and place not less than thirty days after the service 
thereof, requiring the association to show cause why an order should not 
be made directing it to cease and desist from monopolization or restraint 
of trade. 
hn association so complained of mny at the time and place so fixed show 
cause why such order should not be entered. The evidence given on such a 
hearing shall be taken under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of 
Agriculture may prescribe, reduced to writing, and made a pnrt of the record 
therein. If upon such hearing the s·ecretary of "~griculture shall be of the 
opinion that such association monopolizes or restrains trade in interstate 
or foreign commerce to such an extent that the price of any agricultural 
product is unduly enhanced thereby, he shall issue and cause to be served 
upon the association an order reciting the facts found by him, directing 




On the request of such association or'lf such nssocintion fails or neglects 
for thirty days to obey such order, the Secretory of ~griculture shall file 
in the district court in the judicial district in which such association has 
its principal place of business a certified copy of the order and of all the 
records in the proceeding, together with a petitiun ~sking that the order be 
enforced, and shall give notice to the ,·1.ttorney Genernl and to soid assoc-
iation of such filing. Such district court shnll thereupon hnve jurisdiction 
to enter a decree affirming, modifying, or setting aside said order, or 
enter such other decree as the court may deem equitable, end rnny mnke rules 
as to pleadings and proceedings to be hnd in considering such c·rder. The 
place of trial may, for cause or by consent of parties, be changed as in 
other causes. 
The facts found by the Secretary of Agriculture nnd recited or set forth in 
s~id order shall be prim<l facie evidence of such facts, rut either party mey 
adduce additional evidence. The Department of Justice shall have charge of 
the enforcement of such order. ~fter the order is so filed in such district 
court and while pending for review therein, the court may issue a temporary 
writ of injunction forbidding such association from violating such order or 
any part thereof. The court lll£ly, upon conclusion of its hearing, enforce 
its decree by a permanent injunction or other appropriate remedy. Service 
of suet complaint and of all notices may be made upon such association by 
service upon any officer or agent thereof engaged in carrying on its 
business, or on any attorney auth;rf.zed to nppear in such procetiding for 
such association, and such service Ah.'.111 1--e hinding upon such association, 
the officers, and members thereof. 
Approved, February 18, 1922 
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THE ORGANIZING FuNc,~ION OF MANAGEMENT 
Organizing supplies the means for people to work together effect-
ively to accomplish objectives. 
Organizing is necessary to unite people, facilities and equipment 
in interrelated tasks. 
Organization brings together in an orderly fashion human and material 
resources necessary to produce economic goods and services. 
Organization is necessary to formulate the efforts of the work 
group, establish the efforts of the work group and establish a proper 
pattern in order that human resources and material resource may be 
effectively combined. 
Organization is essential to managing. 
Managers cannot function as managers without organization. 
'Ihe organization process begins with objectives. Objectives are 
the values the firm seeks to achieve. 
With the objectives in mind.the manager must determine the work 
necessary to achieve them. 
The work must be divided into the simplest tasks. these tasks must 
then be assigned to people. These tasks are.then grouped into adminis-
trative units. 
Organization is required whenever two or more people find it de-
sirable to combine their efforts to achieve a mutual goal. For example, 
to load heavy supplies on a customer's truck, two men would agree -- you 
take that side and i will take this side -- "Let's lift together at the 
count of three." By organizing their efforts these two men are able to 
do the task more efficiently. 
Organization involves the development and establishment of authority 
relationships and the coordination among those with authority regardless 
of their position in the firm. 
To contribute toward the effective accomplishment of objectives each 
person in the firm must know: 
1. the firm's objective 
2. the firm's goal 
3. policies 
4. rules 
5. his specific task 
6. to whom he is responsible and accountable 
7. his authority 
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8. who is responsible to him 
9. the make-up of the entire work group 
10. his relationship to all members of the work group 
11. his place in the work group 
12. the objectives of his work group 
13. the proper channels of communication 
14. the requirements of his job 
15. the limitation of his job. 
THE MANAGEMENT FUNCTION OF ORGANIZING IS: the grouping of activities 
the grouping of activities and the structural arrange-
ment of persons, facilities, and equipment and the 
allocation of authority and responsibility. 
When the planning function has been completed, resources, human 
and material, must be assembled to carry out the plans. Personnel must 
be hired, facilities and equipment procured, anda system established to 
perform the business services intended. 
It is obvious that the kind of grouping and arrangement of resources 
is vital to a successful business. 
As the business grows larger and its. activities become more com-
plex, organization becomes even more .important. 
We can find in the Book of Exodus one of the earliest accounts of 
organization. Exodus, Chapter 18, v·erses 13-27: 
"And it came to pass on the morrow, that Moses sat to judge the 
people; and the people stood by Mo.ses from the morning until the evening." 
"And when Moses' father-in-law saw all that he did to the people, 
he said, 'What is this thing that thou doest to the people? Why sittest 
thou thyself alone, and all the people.stand by thee from morning unto 
even?' " 
"And Moses said unto his father-in-law, 'because people come unto 
me to inquire of God;' " 
"When they have a matter, they come unto me; and I judge between 
one and another, and I do make them know the statues of God, and his 
laws." 
"And Moses' father·in-law said unto him, 'the thing that thou doest 
is not good.' 11 
"Thou wilt surely wear away, both thou, and this people that is 
with thee: for this thing is too heavy for thee; thou art not able to 
perform it thyself alone." 
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"Hearken now unto my voice, I will give thee counsel and God shall 
be with thee: Be thou for the pcop1.e to Godward, that thou mayest bring 
the causes unto God:" 
"And thou shalt teach them ordinance and law, and thou shall show 
them the way wherein they must walk, and the work that they must do." 
''Moreover, thou shalt provide out of all the people able men, such 
as fear God, men of truth, hating covetousness; and place such over them , 
to be rulers of thousands, and rulers of hundreds, rulers of fifties, 
and rulers of tens:" 
"And let them judge the people at all seasons: and it shall be, 
that every great matter they shall bring unto thee but every small matter 
they shall judge: so shall it be easier for thyself, and they shall 
bear the burden with thee." 
"If thou shalt do this thing, and God command thee so, then thou 
shalt be able to endure, and all this people shall also go to their 
place in peace." 
"So Moses hearkened to the voice of his father-in-law, and did all 
that he had said." 
"And Moses chose able men out 9f all Israel, and made them heads over 
the people, rulers of thousands, rulers of hundreds, rulers of fifties, 
and rulers of tens." 
"And they judged the people at all seasons: the hard causes they 
brought to Moses, but every small matter they judged themselves." 
"And Moses let his father-in-law depart; and he went his way unto 
his own land." !/ 
The Israelites had made little progress in their journey toward the 
Promised Land prior to their becoming organized. In the year following 
their reorganization they made more .progress than they had made in the 
thirty-nine preceeding years. 
This early account of management organization and the results that 
can be achieved by organization planning emphasizes that organization is 
not an end in itself but a means to an end. 
Once the objective of the group has been determined, organization 
enables us to: 
1. determine what must be done to reach our objectives or goals 
2. divide those activities necessary to obtain the objective and 
goals into segments small enough to be performed by one person 
3. provide a means of coordination so that there is not wasted 
resources in the pursuit of the objective. 
1. The~' Exodus, Chapter 18, Verses 13-27. 
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PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZATION 
The following principles are iciportant to the function of organ-
ization: 
Specialization: Insofar as possible, the work of each person 
should be ass-ned to a single function. 
Unity of Direction: ThEre should be one head and one plan 
for each group of activities having a common objective. 
Unity of Catmnand: Each person should receive instruction 
from only one superior and be accountable only to him. The 
rationale of this principle is that when a person receives 
orders from more than one boss, he is likely to become con-
fused about what he should do, since the orders may occasion-
ally conflict. Also, if a superior skips a level in issuing 
his instructions, the man in the middle will be ignorant of 
what is being done and why. 
Authority and responsibility should be equal: That is, if 
a man is held responsible for certain results, he should be 
given sufficient authority to achieve them. If a man has 
the authority to take action, he should be willing to accept 
responsibility for the r.esults. 
Delegation: Each decision should be delegated to the lowest 
competent level; that is, the lowest point of the organiza-
tion where the person assigned the position can be expected 
to be aware of all the factors pertinent to the decisions 
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and equally aware of the.results of which he is judged and will 
accept all the consequences. A corollary to the delegation 
principle is that the superior is always accountable for re-
sults of a decision he has aelegated, as it is a part of his 
responsibility to determine who is competent to make a given 
decision. 
The Span of Control: This principle states that a superior 
should not have more than a specific number of subordinates, 
variously stated as four to six to eight, if his work is 
interrelated. 
Short chain of command: A chain of cormnand should exist in 
practically all business organizations and many other types of 
organizations as well. There should be a hierarchy of jobs in 
the line of authority running from the chief executive to his 




SOME OF THE ADVANTAGES OF SYSTEMATIC ORGANIZATION PLANNING AND THE 
ORDERLY COORDINATION OF HUMAN ENDEA.¥9R ARE THAT THEY: 
1. Makes up for deficiencies in leadership by furnishing the 
structure through which available abilities can be effect-
ively harnessed. 
2. Increases managerial efficiency and lessens the time spent 
in group meetings to determine who has the authority to do 
what. 
3. A heavy burden is removed from the manager when subordinates 
understand their responsibility, authority, and relation-
ships. 
4. Planning the organizational structure detennines personnel 
needs for the future and indicates the need for training 
programs to meet them. 
5. Creates flexibility, anticipates and stimulates the desire 
for cooperation. 
Questions: 
Draw the organizational structure of your firm. 
What is your authority in your. firm? 
To whom ~re you accountable? 
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COMMUNICATIONS WITHil'j ORGANIZATIOJJS 
There are four social processes within any organization. These four 
processes are competition, conflict, -,~ooperation and communication. It 
should be pointed out that, at any given time interactions are taking place 
between two or more individuals, the process of communication is always 
involved and at least one of the other three processes. Most organizations 
are blessed with an abundant supply of competition and conflict, but often 
have large deficits of cooperation. 
Competition appears to be a universal element of human behavior, We 
certainly recognize that it is one of the basic foundations of the American 
political and economic systems. Competition is considered good in our society. 
Inherent in the process of competition is the notion of "fair tactics." That 
is, a set of rules with which most of us agree that within this range, competi-
tive behavior is acceptable. For example, in athletic competition we suggest 
that it should stay within the bounds of good sportsmanship. Often, however, 
because of our own selfishness, ignorance or limited vision we overstep the 
rules of fair conduct in competition. All is not !ai2: in love or war. Some 
things are and some are not. When they are not, the process of competition 
often changes to the process of conflict. 
Our society also has rules about conflict. These range all the way 
from individual differences to a state of war. As in all conflict, who wins 
what is often in question. We are familiar with conflictual situations where 
everyone loses. This is often the case between individuals and departments 
where over zealous competition results in outright conflict. Often both indi-
viduals or groups lose whatever it is they are seeking. 
The third social process is cooperation. A group, a conununity or a societ~ 
cannot survive with only the processes of competition and conflict in existence. 
Cooperation is necessary for an organization to maintain itself through time. 
It is also necessary if an organization is to grow and make progresso 
There are undoubtedly many reasons or causes why individuals and depart-
ments (units) fail to cooperate. Pfo-bably the greatest cause is mistrust. 
Mistrusts often develop through events where competition erupts into conflict. 
This is true at all levels of human interaction. For example, the relation-
ships of the U. S. and Russia. The U._ s .. did not recognize Russia diplomatic-
ally for some years after the Russian Revolution. Yet, a few years later we 
were allies in World War II. Since then we have had a hot and cold relation-
ship. We still mistrust each others actions and intentions. 
Ohio and Michigan cooperate in many wayso We compete for the automobile 
industry and periodically have conflict over a tract of land in the vicinity 
of Toledo. 
Connnunities compete also. They.compete in athletics, industry location, 
location of schools, etc. 
Organizations like corrununities, states and nations, compete, have con-
flict and, at times cooperate. 
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People do not forget past events. Once they develop mistrust, it often 
takes generations to erase. For example, a family may dislike another family 
in the comrr~nity in which they live. They may not know why they dislike this 
family. By accident, while doing a ~.A~ily history, they discovered that their 
grandfather had a lawsuit with the faffiily in question. The animosity that de-
veloped between the families stemned from an incident 75 years before. Organi-
zations are no different. People feel there are plenty of reasons for dis-
trusting their sister departDents or organizations. 
Conflict and the lack of cooperation between individuals and departments 
is often a result of misunderstanding brought about through the accompaning 
process of communication. Coramunication may be faulty, accurate, or simply 
non-existent. 
Communications can help in finding ways to reduce the mistrust accompanyin 
lack of cooperation between conmmnities. 
Dr. Elton Mays of Harvard University has this to sa;r about communication; 
11 Communications between individuals and between groups is, beyond all doubt, 
the outstanding defect that civilization is facing today." 
In spite of this, Paul Rankin, in the English Journal, reports the average 
adult spends 70 percent of his time when he is awake in some form of communi-





Dr • .Edgar Dale at The Ohio State University, suggests that communications is 
like a leaky pipe--what you put into one end does not necessarily come out the 
other end. 
Inherently involved in any communication is the necessity for a communi-
cator. This is the person or group ,:1ho is attempting to put across or express 
an idea. Assuming then that there is a communicator with an idea who wishes 
to communicate it to someone or to a group, he has the technical task of re-
ducing the idea to some kind of a mes~a&e• This message then. has to be trans-
mitted through some medium which may be speaking, writing, acting, etc., but 
there has to be a medium. Co:rra:iunication by its very nature must also have a 
receiver or no communication has taken place. For the process of communication 
to be complete there inherently must be a response. 
By taking a little deeper look at the steps in this process, we see, first 
of all, all of the following steps are always present in any communication. 
0 The communicator must have the desire to communicate. 
some idea or message to send to the receiver. 
Messages have content and represent facts, ideas, etc. 
The communicator need not always be a person. 
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He must have 
0 The communicator in sendinr~ a messap:e cannot send meaning. 
meaning oi' the messace l:ies with ti:e recei'rer. 
The 
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The communicator can seJect from symbols, gestures and objects to 
represent his message. 
Once the meusace has been developed it reguires some medium to 
transrr.it it to the potential receiver. The medium takes many differ-
ent forms. 
We can receive messages in a number of different ways. One of the 
five senses will ahvays be involved. Usually the more senses involved 
in the communication, the more of an impression it will make. 
A written message involves only sight. A. cooking demonstration would 
perhaps involve all five senses. That is, we hear the demonstrator describ8 
what is being done and the measurements, etc. We can see the food being pre-
pared as well as what it looks like in its final form. We can smell it, we 
can touch it, and we can taste it. Television, for example, only involves two 
of the senses. Gerierally speakinc, the More:: senses involved in the communica-
tion process, the greater the opportunity for eliciting a response. 
The receiver in the corr.munication process is an extreP.tely important di-
mension of communication. Each receiver is different, but has some conunon 
attributes with other people. The receiver· will practice what we call selec-
tive perceptiono In other words, he will tend to hear what it is he wants to 
hear or see what it is he wants to seeo The message which you wish to commi.;ni-
cate in final analysis is interpreted by the receiver in the light of his o·wn 
experiences. 
In view of this.Ii if peop::.e think you are.a~ feilow they will tend to 
take a positive attitude towards the message you are sendingo Thus, they will 
tend to read between the lines a great nan;,' more things than you wish to corr:-
municate. On the other hand.Ii if they have a low opinion of you or your depart-
ment, they will also tend to read betwee~ the lines in a negative way. For 
example, the personnel Eanaeer of a large cor;::;ration moved intc a new col!ll'1u:-::-
ityo The existing leadership was elated when this man was willint$ to accept 
certain leadership roles within the community. However, as time moved alone 
this particular e;entleman failed to fol.fill the comrnitments he had made in 
various community organizations. He los.t c,he respect of the leadership an:l 
more importantly, the merabers of the community o He was pigeon-holed as a I~'°'r­
son whom one should avoid in assigning or5anizational responsibility. Thus, 
any time his nru~1e came up in an organizational meeting or in some way was 
brought to the forefront, his very presence corrununicated so many things other 
than what he was saying that his effectiveness as a communicator in terms of 
community affairs had almost no effecto hS a matter of fact, his participation 
often had the reverse effect than what was hoped for by well-meaning organiz2-
tional groups. 
The old addage that actions speak louder than words is very appropriate in 
this example of cormnunicationo 
Oreaniz;1Li.on:-3, departments, and individuals also develop reputations; that 
is, when well thouJ.:ht of incUvidual:J spuak, people will listen. Again the 
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opposite is true for individuals or d~partments which people have low opinions. 
The final step in this process is the respcnse. How do people respond? 
In the case of a conversation, people _often respond in many different ways. 
You get facial expressions; gestures;,_.and of course. freq1 ently a verbal re-
sponse. If there is no response, there is no co111r.1unication. 
People in organizations respond by writing letters to the boss, by swear-
ing, by striking, by adopting new practices, by supporting management, by vot-
ing, by slow-down, and in hundreds of different ways. 
Speakers such as foreman, managers, vice-presidents and others also fre-
quently find a unique response to their presentation -such as, a potential 
receiver sound asleep. 
The principle of 1:1east effort" is also a factor in corrununication. Thus 11 
the more easily available the medium, the more people will expose themselves 
to it. According to Lazarsfeld and Kendall (The Communication Behavior of the 
Average American), people with college educations read more than twice as many 
books and four and one-half times as man;y nagazines as those with only grade 
school educations. 
Dr. William Albie of the University of Illinois, states that college 
graduates get more than half of their information on public issues from thP. 
newspape.!:.§. while those with only high school educations or less get more than 
half of their inforuation on public issues fror:l the radio. The point is that 
people will still tend to tab.~ the route of least effort in communication. 
To summarize the points on the cor:ir.unications process, remember: 
1. 'rhe communicator sends only messages, not neaning. 
2. In selecting a co:mnunication medium the more senses that can be 
involved in the process, the greater effect the message will 
likely have. 
3. The receiver interprets according to his own experiences. There-
fore, messages should be aimed at the level of the receivers experi-
ences, undarstandins, needs--if it is to elicit any meaningful 
response. 
4. The principle of "least effort. 11 
5. That you cannot separate the comrr~nicator from the message. 
People often are accused of being apathetic to organizational problems. 
This is generally not true. People are responsive under appropriate conditior.s 
Some of these conditions are--Conditions for cooperation and conununications: 
1. People will be cooperative and receptive to communication when there 
is a catastrophe or people are forced to struegle. 
2. People will be cooperative and receptive to communications when they 
are forced to make a decision on some issue of vital concern to them. 
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3. People will be cooperac..i.ve and receptive to communications when a 
need is made sufficient, a;;parent and demandin£. 
4. People will be cooperative and receptive to communications when they 
acquire a new purpose, a net-worth is discovered and when they work 
to realize the new purpose.-'.· 
5. People will be cooperative and receptive to communi:ations when they 
realize ~ purpose may be attained through other ways than those 
they have triedo 
6. People will be cooperative and receptive to communication when they 
have a dcr~1')n3tration that t~1e new way is an improvement over the old. 
?. People will be receptive to com.~unication when they have confidence 
in their leaders. (managers, foreman, etc.) 
Summary: 
Good communication is a tool for reducinL conflict and eliciting coopera-
tion. Organizations are like members of the same family, they have individual 
form, individual personalities; and individual differences. But, as a family 
member, they are highly interdependent and are stronger, more productive than 
each individual would be alone. Departr:'.ents are as interdependent as family 
members. This point cannot be overly stressed. No department or individual 
boasts on how much it depends on its sister department or co-worker. They ten 
instead, to point up their best features and often view themselves as an "is-
land unto themselves." One of our t;reatest challenges in business organiza-
tions is to get managers and empioy.ees alike to see the larger picture of w!lat 
they are a part. With modern communication mediums and techniques this is c-. 
must. 
Cooperation is the goal of many orGanizational efforts. Cooperation can 
be improved by: 
1. Leaders who can think broader than their department 9 s own 
selfish interests. 
2. Leadership the employees can respect and trusto 
J. Management who can represent employee's needs and interests without 
always an ulterior motive.·· 
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LINE AND STAFF ~ELATIONSHIPS 
Different types and forms of authority relationships exist in different 
fi~ms. The most comm0n type of authority relationships used in Ohio agribusiness 
is th~ 1ine and Staff Rcl?tionshir. 
'~n authority ~9JP•fors~1~ i~ which the employee in one position can exer• 
cise direct commanc! -:::·.·~-! ~ . .t 1c1:i:) loyee in another position is called Line Authority. 
When a 'uperior can e~crcise direct command over a subordinate he has line author-
lli· II l 
'~n authority relationship in which an employee in one position can advise, 
but not command an e~ployee in another position is called staff authority.'' 
"An employee in 1 st::iff positi'lr. can~~t comm.:iud othex~, but he is to provide 
information, ad vie(. ,;·1ci recoir.mcndat lens."-
Line and staff relationships are determined by relationships and not by 
activities. A position mny be staff in one firm and line in another firm. 
It hes been said that an easy way to separate line and staff position is 
to use the classifications of think and act. The function of the line executive 
is to ~· the function of the staff ex~tive is to think. ~ 
Another classification of line and staff is: 
Line personnel are those employees who direct the organization 
to,~rd its objectives. 
Staff personnel are those employees ~bo help line personnel 
achieve the objectives. 
In the beginning of many of Ohio agricultural businesses, the organizational 
st·-ructure was simple. It often consisted of one man '"ho served as manager, 
bookkeeper, janitor, salesman, etc. (Figure ,I) 
Figure I 
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As the business grew, the manager found that, at times, it became necessary 
for him to be away from the busine~s, Ao ..\lt employed a young.man to take care of 
customers during his absence. The firm's'organization structure changed. (Fig-
ure II) 
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Figure A is a line relationship. The manager can exercise direct cou:mand 
over the Assistant Manager and th~ Assistant ~wnager can exercise direct command 
over the bookkeeper. ~· 
Figure B is a line relationship, but the Manager may exercise direct command 
over both the bookkeeper ~·~ci the c lcrk. 
Figure C is a Hr:z ar:r'. r.-::tiff relationship. The bookkeeper is in a staff 
position and the rn1;1"1?,~r ~[''"~ rl,•1:'~ Jt:~ in l:i.ne !'l)Sitions. 
Either of th11 t'·:: ~: .::r.:f:11.,:;c:;ii:n::s will produce satisfactory results if each 
person involved Ulhla'.t'!:~a~<ls his authority relationship to the others and the 
authority relationchi.ps of tl•e other two individuals to him. 
The selectic·"! ::ij· L"•<"' -::£ t:he ~':>0•1!' <itructural charts which best serves the 
firm is dependent upo'l t~1r; l:r.sm:?: to thi'i question: 
1. Over v:rn:·;:, ;•n 1 : .._. "l~.:t, l•'--'.:J each person have authority? 
2. Or, looking u1m.'.lt'rl, to \<1hom and for what is each person responsible? 
To help anst.:C'~ t.:1csP. guestionn, a brief examination of the theory_·cf organi-
zational structura is ncceas~ry so that we may better understand the advantages 
and disadvantages of the various structures .. 
Let's examine three formal types of ·t;,rganizational structure: 
1. Line Structure, 
2. Functional Structure 
3. Line and Staff Structure 
Line Structure: 
In the pure line organization, each executive has authority over all the 
activities in his area. He must handle ev~rything that is needed to accomplish 
the objective of his unit. He is responsible only to his immediate supervisor. 
In the pure line structure the employeE! has undivided authority. He has 
no specialists to go to for help. He is his own employment manager, sales man-
ager, production manager, etc. 
'lhe pure line organizational structure has three major advantages: 
1. Each executive is completely responsible for everything in his area. 
2. Decisions can be made quickly. 
3. It is easy to understand the structure as each person has a line of 




The concept of functional structure -,,4as advanced 
age of the lack of specialists in the line structure. 
ture has failed to work every time it has been tried. 
since it is basic to the line and staff concept. 
to overcome the disadvant-
Thi s organizational struc-
It is important, however, 
In pure functional structure: 
1. Each executive has authority for only one function 
2. Each is responsible to a number of specialists, but to each for 
only his speciality 
This is a difficult structure to illustrate since the lines of authority 
run from one subordinate to 3 number of specialists and is even more confusing 
,.1hen in operation. 
Line and Staff Structure: 
In practice, most firms operate in a dynamic and competitive economy and 
are faced with many compleJdties and rapid advances in knol-~ledge and technologies. 
As the firm grows there is an apparent need for specialists in such areas as legal 
research, taxes, personnel, etc. Each of these specialists relieve the manager 
of certal. n duties and permit him to c'oncentrate his efforts on those activities 
for which he is most qualified. 
The staff group \vhich is expected to serve the line, does not have the 
right to impose its wishes upon line executives. The staff then has only staff 
authority. The line remains the avenqe for command and performance of the work. 
The line and staff concept has the advantages of the pure line and pure staff 
function without the disadvantages of either. 
The line and staff concept advantage: 
;1. Undivided Authority of the line 
·2. ·services. of specialists 




Line executives may be reluc.tant to request the services of 
staff exeeutives 
Staff executives may attempt to force their ideas upon the 
line executives .~ ~· 
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Nature of Line and ::Jta:Zf \iork 
l. Directs 
2. Orders 
3. Is responsible for carrying out 
total activities from beginning 
to end 
4. Follows the chain of command 







3. Studies, reports, recon:mends, 
but does not carry out total 
activities 
lf. May advise across departmental 
lines 
5. May find its ideas identified 
with others 
6. Thinks 
Difficulties in Line and Staff Relationshi8s Often Include: 
Staff executives don't understand day:to-day problems 
Line executives fail to avail themselves of staff advice or 
assistance 
Staff executives deal in theory 
Line executives seek help from the wrong staff executives 
Staff executives are "change" oriented 
Line executives are conservative 
Staff executives assume line authority 
Line executives call on staff executives after its too late 
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To maintain harmony between line and staff the manager might consider the follow-
ing suggestions: 
1. Develop a better understanding of the basic authority relatlonships 
with the organizational structure. 
2. Stress interdependence rather than se~aration of the various organi-
zational units. 
What psoition is line and what position is staff depends upon the type of 
authority possessed. Line authority creates a line executive, staff authority 
creates a staff exe~utive. Line authority gives rise to a line organization. 
The use ~f staff authority alters the line organization and makes it a line and 
staff oi:ganization. Line and Sta££ organization is common in agTibusiness firms. 
Question: 
List the line staff positions in you firm. 
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TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE l/ ];./ 
Using a chart lifted from a book or one used successfully by 
another firm is one of the most unsucce33ful ways to organize a firm. 
To attain the benefits of specialization and division of labor, 
firms should divide wo·ck i.nto the simplest tasks. These tasks will 
then be grouped into administrative units. 
Four methods of grouping tasks into administrative units are 
commonly recognized. 
They are: 
1. Purpose: !~ccording to their end results such as a service 
or a product 
2. Function: According to the nature of the work that must be 
performed 
3. Place, ~ccording to where the work is to be performed or 
the geographic location served · 
4. Clientele: According to the .type of person for whom the 
work is done '}_/ 
Grouping by Purpose: 
Grouping on the basis of pur.pose .:equires the classification of 
activities according to the services or products produced by the firm. 
This type of grouping demands that all activities required to 
produce a particular service or product, even when the activities are 
dissimilar, be placed in the same group. 
!/ Carzo, R.and Yanouzasa J; Formal Organization, Irwin, 1967 
'};./ Dale, E.; OrganizatioJl, ~merican Management Association, 1967 
11 Gulick, Luther; Notes on the Theory of Organization, Papers on 
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GROUPING BY FUNCTION 
Grouping on the basis of functions requires the classification 
of activities according to the sim.Uarity of their work. Examples 
are manufacturing, marketing, transporting, etc. 
FIGuRE II 
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Grouping on the basis of place requires the classification of 
activities according to the location where the uork is to be performed 
or by the area to be served. 
In this grouping only place or geographical areas are given 
consideration, the similarity or dissimilarity of the activities 
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Activities may, however, be grouped by purpose and/or function 
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Grouping on the basis of the client involves the classification 
of activities by the type of person or persons for whom the work is 
performed. Classification used may be: customer or type of customer 
(wholesale or retail), sex, age, type of payment (cash or credit), 
income level, etc. 
FIGURE V 
EXAMPLES OF CLIENTELE ORGANIZATION (Clothing) 
MANAGEll 
t 
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work & show 
Summary 
The various types o.Z organizational structures are based on 
specialization of departmentation, unity of command, span of supervision, 
and allocation of authority. The four types of grouping discussed 
are not exclusive of each other -- t~e¥ may be combined. 
Dividing work into small units according to some basic classification 
is the first step in organizing. When the s:aaall unit classification of 
the work is completed the manager can then assign people and designate 
subordinates and superiors, assign 3pans of supervision and allocate 
authority to achieve coordination. 
Question~ 
What does your firm use? 
What type of grouping does your firm use? 
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AUTHORITY - DELEGATION - RESPONSIBILITY 
Authority 
Authority is a vital consideration in management. 
Authority is the right to !£.!:., to command, or to require action by 
others. 
Authority may be considered as the power to require others to take 
action that is considered necessary for the achievement of the objective. 
Authority includes the power to make decisions and to see that these 
decisions are carried out. 
Authority is the kev to the management position. Managers are re-
quired to work through people to reach the objectives of the firm. 
"Authority is the right to act or to exact action by others, within 
a prescribed area." 1/ 
Two Concepts of Authority 
1. the owners of the firm through the board of directors delegate 
their right of how to use their property to the manager of the finn, the 
manager in turn delegates portions of this right to his various assist-
ants who in turn delegate to their assistants and so on· down to the em-
ployee of the lowest level of the firm. Using this approach to authority, 
the power to exact action by othe~s stems from ownership. An owner or 
his official representative has the right to make and enforce decisions 
concerning the use of his own res.ources. 
this concept says: "Ownership ihcludes the right to put property 
to use and to direct how it is used,'' an arrangement having both legal 
and social approval and carried out within the limitations prescribed by 
law. the performance of management activity therefore rests on the 
powers inherent in ownership and these powers are ultimately delegated 
to the manager. · 
However, in recent years the ·authority ad.sing from the exercise of 
private owners rights of using a~d directing the use of his property 
have been modified by legal, political, ethical, econo111icnl and social 
consideration. 
2. To day the more popular conceptions of authority are. that author-
ity comes to the manager by the acceptance of the manager's power to make 
1. Terry, G.R.; Office Management and Control, Irwin, Homewood, Illinois, 
1966, page 612. 
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and enforce decisions by his subordinates. In this approach the manaaer 
is considered to have no authority until it is conferred upon him by his 
subordinates. Therefore acceptance by subordinates is the key in this 
line of explanation and reason. Leadership by the manager, for example, 
becomes highly significant because the manager's influence depends in a 
great measure on his ability to win support from his subordinates through 
such attributes as knowledge of human relations, technical skills, and 
communicative ability. 
The popular conception of the authority today is that the manager 
should win, not order, the support of his subordinate. 
The successful agribusiness manager recognizes that the authority 
is most effective when it is considered a potential power rather than 
an esjential ingredient of management practice. 
Authority is most effective when used sparingly and selectively. 
Often times the hidden or implied threat of the application of authority 
is the source of real power to bring about desired behaviors. 
Management Authority Has Definite Limits: 
l. It must be used in relatioh to the efforts of the employees 
necessary to reach the firm's objective or objectives. 
Authority must be kept within the accepted plans of the enterprise. 
The articles of incorporation, the laws in which the firm is incorporated, 
marketing agreements, bargaining agreements place restrictions on the 
manager's exercise of authority. 
2. It must not require action "beyond the capabilities of the em-
ployee's capacity tn perfo·rm. 
There are specific limits to authority. A manager cannot decide to 
enforce an activity which is beyond .. the' capacity either mental or physi-
cal of the subordinates to perform. 
There are certain social limitations to the use of authority. Acti-
vities must be kept within the group's fundamental social belief, codes, 
creeds and habits. Employers und~r the present labor laws cannot inter-
fer with the employees right to bargain.or not to bargain collectively. 
Employers cannot interfe r with the establishment or the operation of labor 
unions nor can an employer refuse to bar3ain collectively with his em• 
ployees. ·· 
In practice the employer is not free to do with his property as he 
pleases. Society has established guidelines in the form of law that 
each business must conform to if it is to retain its charter. Property 




Authority relationships may be either: 
1. Vertical 
2. Horizontal 
Vertical Authority Relationships: 
These are relationships among employees of different organizational 
levels and usually involve a supervisor and a subordinate. 
Horizontal Authority Relationships: 
These are relationships which take place at the same structural level 
within an organizational structure. 
The central part of leadership and management is its right to command 
the work of others. A manager receives fr0m his board the right to give 
orders to employees and to expect compliance. The scope of authority 
must be carefully explained so that each employee knows precisely the 
limits of each executive's: 
- authority in terms of its scope 
- over which employees 
- for what activit'ies. 
It is important that a written description of each executive's position, 
whether high or low, be prepared and made available to all affected em-
ployees. 
Authority may be received from.above, and it can also be earned from 
below. The long-run success and personal satisfaction of a manager is 
likely to be much greater when authority and respect are earned as well 
as delegated. 
Delegation of Authority 
Delegation of authority is ess,ential to the existence of an organ-
ization. The organizational unit$ require the delegation of authority 
from the owners, to the board of direct?rs, to the manager, to the indi-
vidual charged with the performance of a task. Without delegation the 
owners would be the only manageme·n~. member of the enterprise. 
Delegation means conferring authority from one executive or organiza-
tional unit to· another to accomplish particular assignments. 
Delegation does not mean to give away or surrender authority. 
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A manager delegating always retains his overall authority for the 
assigned function whether he wishes to or not. Delegation does not mean 
the permanent release from these obligations but rather the granting 
of rights and approval for others to operate within prescribed areas. 
As a result of delegation, the subordinate receives authority from 
his superior but at the same time his superior retains all his original 
authority and accountablity. 
Going from the top to the bottom of an organizational structure, the 
delegated authority becomes smaller and smaller with each successive 
level thus causing a tapering characteristic. 
Responsibility: 
"Responsibility is the obligation of an individual to carry out 
assigned activities to the best of his ability." II 
Responsibility originates when a person with authority needs assist-
ance and delegates authority for performance of a specific task to an-
other individual. 
When a person accepts an obligation to do a specific task, responsi-
bility is created. 
Responsibility and authority go together-. 
The organization structure of the firm must show to whom and for 
what each employee is obligated. The employee's obligations must clearly 
point out the objectives to be attained, the tasks to be performed, and 
to whom and for what the employee is" responsible. 
Responsibility is important to. the general or executive manager, 
All employees of the agribusiness finn are responsible to him, He, in 
turn, is responsible to the Board of Directors not only for his work, 
but he is also responsible to the Board of Directors for the work of all 
the employees of the agribusiness firm. The Board of Directors is, in 
turn, responsible to the owners of the agribusiness for the work of the 
manager and all the employees. 
"Responsibility is the obligation for carrying out of a duty and what 
one is accountabl@ for in the execution of an assigned task." 3/ 
"Responsibility cannot be delegated to others. For example, a man~ 
ager may delegate authority to accomplish an assignment, but the manager 
cannot delegate the responsibiiity "1ith which he has been charged." f!/ 
2. Terry, G. R.; Principles of Management, Irwin, 1964, page 378. 
3. Terry, G. R.; Office Management and Control, op. cit. 
4. Manuel, M.; Improving Managewent of Farmer Coopera:ives, FCS, USDA, 
General Report No. 120, 1964, page 17. 
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Delegation: 
There are three basic reasons for which a manager must delegate 
authority: 
1. He is responsible for more work than he can do himself 
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2. Delegation is nece$sary to the development of subordinates 
3. Delegation provides management depth or "bench strength". 
Delegation is assigning a task originally designated to the manager 
to a subordinate who is best qualified to complete the task satisfact-
orily. 
Delegation of authority should be given in written form~ 
Delegation of authority should be written to clarify specifically 
all relationships in order that all uncertainities will be eliminated. 
When preparing a written description of the authority delegated, 
the delegator must think through the situation and decide what specific 
assignments are to be made. From the written delegation of authority 
the person receiving the authority will know specifically in what areas 
and to what degree he has authority. 
Writing descriptions of authority should be added to the organiza-
tional manual for future reference. 
The advantages that will be derived from written descriptions of 
authority more than offset the time required to write these. 
Managers !'1.us .. t Delegat.g 
The manager who fails to recognize that others can perform tasks 
as well as he limits his own management growth and developntent. 
Those who manage must delegate authority as the situation requires. 
The delegator of the authority always retains the ultimate authority 
and the ultimate responsibility. 
Authority and responsibility must be assigned to an employee simul-
taneously and in equal amounts~ .-. 
A manager may assign certain duties or tasks to an employee --
directing the employee to do them is authcrity. The employee's accept-
ance of the obligation to pc1·form the task creates the employee's re-
sponsibility for the vati1dactory completion of the task. 
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When an employee is delegated a task he has an obligation to the 
delegator to perform the task satisfactorily -- the employee has the 
responsibility. Equal to this responsibility, the employee has author-
ity to perform the activities necessary to complete the taak. 
An employee delegated responsibility for specific results must be 
given sufficient authority to achieve them. 
"A manager cannot hold an employee or a group of employees account-
able for any task or tasks unless he has given him or them sufficient 
authority to perform all the activities necessary to satisfactorily com-
plete the task." 2./ 
A Manager Should Delegate: 
1. All those tasks that an employee of the firm can do as well or 
better than he. 
· 2. Those tasks he does not have time to do well. 
3. Those tasks a subordina~e cannot do as well a3 he, ~ his doing 
it interfers with more important tasks. 
4. When it costs too much for ~is time to perform these tasks. 
5. When he wants to develop his employees. 
A Manager Should Not Delegate: 
l. When it is confidential. 
2. When he cannot keep control by delegating. 
Ouestions: 
Do you always delegate authority and give responsibility in equal 
amounts? 
Are you always delegated authority and given responsibility in equal 
amounts? 




Few people are ever fired from a job because of incompetence. 
Most people are fired because they cannot get along well with the people 
with whom they have to work. People who do not get along well are 
often maladjusted in the work situation. A person whose needs are not 
being met usually are those who become maladjusted. They feel insecure 
or feel they are not achieving at a satisfactory level. Organizations 
have needs - people have needs. 
The firm's needs can be met only by people. In order for the firm's 
needs to be met, people in some way have to have their needs satisfied 
at an acceptable level. What are man's needs in relationship to his 
work? 
Man is first of all a biological organism. As such he has a 
number of biological and physical needs to be fulfilled. Not all of 
these need to be met through his work. However, his work is often 
related. Man's physical needs can be summed up as follows: 
a. hunger 
b. thirst 
c. sensitivity to temperature 
d. fatigue or sleep 
e. sex . 
f. pain avoidance 
g. need for air 
h. eliminat:i,_on 
These biological or physical needs are often suggested as man's 
survival needs. However, we know that the culture in which one is 
trying to survive determines to a large extent how, when, and where 
the needs will be met. Meeting one's basic needs in an American busi-
ness organization may be quite different than in a middle eastern nomad 
tribe. 
Man is also a social animal. As such he has certain basic social 
needs. One of these is the need'for belonging. Inherent within this 
need for belonging is the idea that man needs friendship, group iden-
tification, and likes to help others as well as being helped. He 
likes team work if it is truely a team effort. 
A second social need is the need for recognition. Man likes 
recognition from his supervisors, from his peers, as well as from his 
subordinates. He wishes to be held in high esteem with those with whom 
he works. He likes to be t~eated fairly in his relationship and wants 
to be praised for a job weli. done. He also likes to know where he 
stands in relationship to others in the organizational structure. He 
wants to know whether he is doing well or whether he is doing poorly. 
Nothing is more frustrating than not to know where one is relative to 
others in the organization. 
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Thirdly, it appears inherent in n:an that he needs new experiences. 
The need for new experiences would of course var-y with the individual 
depending principally on his pa~t experiences. Man needs to be chal-
lenged and routine work often becomes disturbingly unchallenging. 
A fourth social need is termed security. Security is often only a 
state of mind. Nevertheless, if a person feels insecure relative to 
the performance of his job or the relationships with his peers, he will 
not likely be as productive. Rumors are often the insecurity builders 
in organizations. 
A third area of needs are identified as phychic or individual 
needs. First of all, man needs to be recognized as an individual. He 
doesn't mind working on a team but he wants-ta be recognized as an in-
dividual member of the team. As a sidelight to this notion, remember 
that no new idea was ever generated outside of an individual mind. 
Teams develop ideas that individuals initiate but the original idea 
occurred in the mind of one man. A second psychic need is the need 
for the individual to acquire knC?Wledg~. That is a man wishes to know 
about his environment, about the people with whom he works or has con-
tact. Man wants to know the reason for what it is he is suppose to do. 
Finally, the personal need of achievement and accomplishment should 
be noted. The pride that comes from a team effort usually is viewed 
by the individual in terms qf his contribution to the effort. Achieve-
ment is a basic value in the American society. As such, most of us have 
been socialized to want to achieve. ·Achievement is often measured in 
monetar-y terms. However, money (wages) is important relative to what 
other people are making. Although the wages one receives might adequately 
meet his current needs, if someone with equal experience and training 
is making more money, qis-satisfaction automatically occurs. This is 
perhaps because money becomes related to one's achievement motivation, 
and to one's desire for fair and equal treatment. Studies reported in 
Sayles and Strauss concerning·people who want to leave their job, only 
fifty percent want to leave for money reasons.l 
Questions: What are the cues or signs that we can look for to 
determine to what extent human .needs are being met in my organization? 
Once we have recognized the signs of discontent, the solution will be 
much more apparent if we are aware of the basic difficulties that are 
causing the discontent. 
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lt. R. Sayles and George Strauss, Human Behavior in Organizations, 
Prentice-Hall, 1966, p. 19. 
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SELECTING ANif'-COACHIHG EMPLOYEES 
In selecting a new employee for an organization, several questions 
immediately become appropriate. What is the new employee to do? What 
job skills are involved? Are manipulative skills needed? How about 
communicative or supervisory skills? These questions suggest the im-
portance of a job description defining the duties to be performed in 
this position and the qualifications required to execute these tasks. 
Host firms adopt a standard cipplicetion form to get the initial 
information from prospective employees. There is nothing complicated 
or mystifying about nn application form. Application forms are simply 
a time saving, impersonal device to secure basic informetion about the 
applicants. In essence, an 3pplication form should find out wtat an 
employer wants to know about the individucil. Information from the 
application can serve as the basic information for starting a personell 
file on the individual in the event he is hired. 
Sources of information regarding the individual may be viewed as 
a continuum. Obviously personal knowledge about an applicant such as 
a family member or a long time acquaintance would be at one extreme end 
of the continuum. One's o\-m persona 1 knowledges and impressions would 
be the most accurete basis ~or. making a decision. 
Information from trusted re,ferences concerning a person whom the 
employer has heard about would.be next in order of importance. Un-
known references about an unknovn person would be the least desireable 
situation. However, in more densely populated areas, this is frequently 
the c?.se. References should a lw:.=iys be followed up. A little time and 
money invested at this stage can p3y huge divioends. To check a reference, 
a person~l contact is the mos.t-desireable, with a telephone contact 
being more advantageous than a letter. 
Aseistance in screenin::; applicants is widely available in Ohio. The 
state employment service can give ·assistance in testing; interviewing, 
evaluating and referring potential employees. T~ se services are also 
available at a nominal cost from private firms. 
Batteries of verious types of tests are used to test the attitudes 
and skills of employment seekers. These tests in the hand of a pro-
fessional tester can be extr~mely valuable in selecting the right person 
for a job. In the hand cf the unskilled, tests can be misleading and 
impair judgement rather than be of assistance. 
The personal interview should be structured around finding out 
what it is you want to know about the person, his skills and background. 
Interviewing is different from counseling. In an interview, the em-
ployer wants to know the answers. Often in counseling, the counselor 
helps someone else to find a solution to a problem. 
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Assuming the applicant has been employed and has been properly 
oriented to his position, he goes to work. Follow•up is extremely 
importent. The supervisor or an· appropriate firm counselor should 
establish a regular personal coabseling pro3ram to help the individual 
solve problems th~t often arise in most work situations. 
A counselor is not an advice giver. A counselor helps an individual 
to find solutions to "his'' problems. It is usually not the counselor 
problem and if the new employee needs advice, he can get it from almost 
any source by asking for it. Often he gets it without asking. 
A counselor essentially performs two functions. He listens and 
he asks questions. Listening and askin3 questions is a habit that 
effective counselors develop. A habit is an acquired tendency to act 
in a specific way which usually becomes unconscious and automatic. To 
change a habit requires conscious effort. 
To become an effective listener requires that many people change 
their habits. A good supervisor or manar,er is a good1listener. s~veral 
advantages of being a good listener are steted below. 
1. Listening c~n reduce tension~ 
2. You can learn by listening. 
3. Listening can win friends. 
4. Listening may solve the problem for the other person. 
S. Listening helps so~ve mutuel problems and resolve disagreements. 
6. Listening leads to be.tter work and cooperation from others. 
7. Listening can stimulate the· speaker. 
8. Listening helps you m~ke better decisions. 
9. Listening can help you do a better job. 
10. Listening can help you. sell. 
11. Listening can prev~nt trouble. 
12. Listening can give you confidence. 
13. Listening can incre~se your enjoyment. 
14. Listening can give you time to think. 
When listening to others: 
1. Stop talking. 
2. Try to put yourself in the other person's place. 
3. Ask questions ·when you don't underst~nd. 
4. Don't give up too soon. 
5. Concentrate on what he is saying. 
6. Look at the other person. 
7. Control your anger.' 
8. Get the main points. 
9. Share responsibility for communication. 
10. React to ideas, not :to the person. 
11. Don't argue mentally. 
1Adapted from materials distributed by the Federal Extension Service. 
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12. Use the difference in rate. 
13. Listen for wh< t is not .said. 
14. Listen to how something is said. 
15. Avoid jumping to assumptions. 
1€. Avoid classifying the speaker. 
17. Recognize your own prejudice. 
18. Evaluate facts and evidence. 
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As previously mentioned, asking questions is a major function of 
counseling. MC'ny of the followinB ideas were adapted from materials 
prepared by the staff of the Illinois Cooperative Extension Service. 
Why do we ask questions in a counseling situation? 
1. To help the other person diagnose his own problem. 
2. To help the other person discover his own need for information 
or assistance. 
3. To shift the responsibility for problem-solving to his shoulders. 
4. To discover what progress he has made already toward the 
solution of the problem. 
5. To encourage him to think. 
6. To encourage him to become more independent of help. 
7. To help hira distinguish between symptoms and the real causes. 
8. To help him discover the importance of the problem and the 
need for immediate remedial steps. 
9. To help hL: discover the possible effects of the plan of action 
he is considering. " 
10. To help him plan how to.put the proposed solution into operation. 
11. To encourage him to consider alternative courses of action. 
12. To help him prepare for possibie failure of his plans. 
13. To help him feel that ne is able and successful, regardless 
of whet hc:ppens in this particular problem. 
14. To help him recognize the moral issues involved in the problem. 
15. To end an interview. 
16. Others. 
Asking questions. 
1. Start the questioning with friendly and easily answered questions. 
2. Plan some of the questions you want to ask before the meeting. 
J. Know what you want your question to achieve. Are you asking 
for or giving information; asking a favor or doing one? 
4. If you want to draw the other person out, reflect his emotional 
content, "So you think your situation is hopeless?" 
5. Get a sense of partnership when trying to get facts involving 
a person's behavior. 
6. If trying to get the .person to talk, avoid questions that 
solicit a "yes'i or "no!: answer. 
7. Statements can also be effective as questioning devices; i.e., 
11Te 11 me about. • • " 
8. To get personal or difficult information, try the simple 
trick of overstatement. Feople like to correct a mistake. 
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9. Avoid getting too personal in your questioning. 
10. Don't ask questions that you are fairly certain the other person 
won't be able to answe~r .• 
11. Be sure to couch your questions in terms he can understand. 
12. Allow the person time to think before answering your question. 
Don't rush him. 
13. Allow the person enough time to answer your question after he 
once starts talking. 
14. Don't interrupt to ask a question unless it is absoultely necessary 
15. Avoid leading the person away from his train of thought by your 
questioning. 
16. Dent appear to be cross-examining him. 
17. Avoid asking questions just to show off your knowledge. 
18. A'1oid setting up antagonistic alternatives in your question 
or questioning statement, "Either cool down or get out of here." 
19. If asking for help, ask the assistance not as a favor to you, 
but in terms of the other person's self-interest. 
20. The way you ask a question is as important as what you ask. 
21. The person who is afraid to ask questions learns little. 
22. Your questions can win or lose respect and friendship for you 
or your organization. 
Answering questions. 
1. Repeat the questio~ asked if you don't understand it. 
2. Don't read met'nings into the questions that aren't really them. 
3. 1\sk a question in re turn when you want clarification of the 
meaning or intent of t_he original question. 
l~. Reverse the question if you sincerely think that he should 
accept the responsibility for deciding upon an answer. 
5. Answer briefly and ~o the point. 
6. Don 1 t talk and ta llc and talk ••• and still not answer the question. 
7. Telling the truth will make for increased trust in you in the 
future. 
8. Be frank in your reply, but also be tactful. 
9. Tell the person what.he wants to know--not what you want him 
to know. 
10. If the question involves·a complaint, accept it. 
11. If the answer involves your viewpoint, indicate that it is 
your personal opinion. 
12. Don't ignore the question ••• do something with it. 
13. If you must disagree, do so with dignity. 
14. Avoid overuse of thepersonal pronoun. 
15. Don't make the questiom~r feel that he has asked a foolish questim 
16. If you are counseling, doh't show too much sympathy. 
17. If you are eounseling, don't use too much authority. 
10. Avoid possinr, the bu2k. 
19. Say "I don't know" if you c~:noi: supply an answer. DON'T BLUFF. 
20. If you don't know the answer, tell person you will try to find 
it for him, or refer him to the appropriate source. 
Questions: 
Does your company have a polity of advice giving or counseling? 





All formal organizations h¥ve to some Gegree a set of goals, 
policies, procedures, rules, and regul~tions that describe to some 
degree what different members of the organization should do. 
The formal org~nizationsl structures cannot be maintained over 
time without the existence of an informal organization. 
No organizational goals, policies, or rules can be explicit 
enough to cover all situations that will arise in carrying out the 
activities of the business firm. Therefore, because the business 
organization is operated by people, info~mal relationships will 
develop. Closely associated with this first principle is the notion 
that the larger and more complex the business organization, the more 
informal relationships that will develop. A classic example illustrating 
these principles is a situation you may have read about in the news-
paper. 
The English Post Office system is a formal organization. But as 
all formal organizations whether it provides a service or is a production 
unit it develops informal systems in order to carry out the tasks to 
be performed. The employees of the English Post Office system were in 
dispute with the government and their ranaging system over wages. 
Since they were not in a po~ition to strike as in many business units, 
they decided to operate the Post Office by the formal rules set forth 
in their postal ~mployees handbook. 
The postal employees handbook describes the exact process in 
sorting mail. For example, you take a packet of letters that will fit 
comfortably into your left hand (if you are right handed), then you 
look at the bottom line of the address as the first step. If the 
piece of mail has correctly been forwarded to the appropriate post 
office, then you look at the ·street address and place it in the ap-
propriate mail carriers box. You repeat this process until each 
letter has been appropriately distributed. 
By explicitly following the tules set forth in the· manual the 
postal employees were able to 1'bog down" the total mail system in 
England within two days. The fact that they had not gone outside the 
rules of the organization made it extremely difficult to bring any 
pressure to bear to control the activities of the employees. 
The point in this discussion is th~t every formal organization 
that baa exiated for any period of time haG many infotmal relation1hipa 
and groups that develop outs\de of the formal organization. In most 
cases, this procedure is goo<L These informal organizations help to 
make the formal organizations function properly. 
To further illustrate: Two years ago during the peak of their 
production season a small farm that produced specialized agricultural 
equipment, had a fire that destroyed the entire office unit of the 
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company. The production unit wa~ left intact but orders for supplies, 
orders from customers, etc. we~ destroyed. Because of the effective 
informal relationships of the purchasing and supply agent with other 
members of the office force, he provided his home as the temporary 
office for the company. Office equipment was borrowed from churches, 
schools, other businesses who could loan a piece of equipment until 
new orders could be placed and delivery made. The office force which 
involved only about 20 people were willing to work far beyond their 
regular hours to reconfirm orders and to reorganize the firms business 
system. Not one sale or one production unit was lost because of the 
rather disasterous fire. 
This esprit de corps came about because of an effective informal 
organization that was supportive of the formal organization. 
Behavior p~tterns in the informal organization is as patterned as 
behavior patterns associated with the formal organization. It has a 
leadership structure which is often as effective as the formal leader-
ship structure (sometimes more so). It has rules of conduct for the 
members as well. For example, a study by Roethlisberger and Dickson of 
the Western Electric Hawthorne work in Chicago found that management had 
established a normal days output as 6,600 wiring connections. The 
employees on the other hand considered 6,000 as a reasonable days work. 
The rules of the informal group suggested that you should not turn out 
too much work or by the same token too little work. If you turned out 
too much work you were a "rate buster:• and if you turned out too little 
work you were a "chisler." These r~les are enforced by ridicule, gossip, 
and shunning. Another rule is· that you do not squeal on a fellow employee. 
These are only examples of the informal rules that develop. 
When the two sets of rules coincide, a harmonious relationship 
usually exists. 
The in.formal organization can either work for you or against you. 
But so can the formal organization. The English Post Office example 
illustrates this point. 
Formal orgenizations sometime <tvelop what Robert Merton calls the 
rigid bureaucratic personality. This type of personality is likely to 
emerge in organizations that have been in existence for some time. In 
most cases they are a deteriment to the management and to the efficiency 
of the organizations. There are a good many of them around in various 
businesses and organizations today. 
The rigid bureaucratic personality is the person you meet where your 
problem does not coincide pr.~cisely to a situation that has previously 
come up. This rigid bureaucratic personality will dig out the company 
policy book and look for the rule that covers the situation. If he 
cannot find the policy to cover the precise situation, he says it cannot 
be done. If you insist something be done about it, he will have you fill 
out form 409 and it will be submitted through the following channels of 
the organization for a decision. 
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Many good companies and many good customers are lost because the 
bureaucratic personality is un'1ti.lling to bend their ' 1rules" slightly 
or to go out of his way to accomodate a customer. 
A good manager recognizes these characteristics. The rigid 
bureaucratic personality type should not be in contact with customer& 
The foJ:mal organizational system usually develops this type of per• 
sonality. An employee finds himself in the position of having to male 
a decision, he makes it and if it does not coincide one hundred percent 
with the decision his superior would have made, he is often berated and 
criticized for the decision he has made. After this happens a few times, 
he says the heck with the goals of the organizations and he whips out 
his manual. If the situation is not covered, he follows the suggested 
procedure to the maximum. He find then that his superior has no 
grounds for berating or criticizing. So he has found a good safe way 
to make decisions. The longer is he in the position the more he uses 
the "rules," and the more rigid his personality becomes--often at the 
disadvantage of the company. 
A good manager t..:rill recognize the existence of the informal 
organization, try to understand it and try to work with it in a way 
that will produce the best results for the organization. 
Question: 
What are the more importaqt informal organizational structures 
in your firm. 
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DEVELOP TRAINEES IN MANAGERIAL ABILITY 
1. Learning on the job 
2. Observation posts (asst. to) 
3. Special assignment 
4. Study of cooperative principles 
5. Lectures 
6. Problem solving 
7. Coaching 
8. Counseling 
9. Planned special reading 
10. Study courses 
11. Conferences and seminars 
12. Teaching machines 
13. Business games 
14. Committees 
15. Board meetings 
16. Job rotation 
17. University management development program 
18. Professional association me·mbership 
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1. Can he effectively direct ~~e work of others~ 
2. Can he inspire teamwork in the people with whom he works' 
3. Does he communicate clearly and effectively to persons 
with whom he works? 
4. Does he consider the position of cooperative management 
one of teamwork, consisting of members, directors and the 
manager' 
5. Can he state problems clearly and concisely' 
6. Is he alert mentally: 
7. Does he have foresight: What does he see as the future of 
your cooperative? 




GUIDES FOR MA~EMENT DEVELOPMENT 
1. Encouragemeni:: and support is given to program by top managers. 
2. Major aim is perpetuation of the cooperative. 
3. No program developes a management trainee -- he develops him-
self. 
4. Emphasize improving operations -- not improving individuals. 
5. View trainee performance appraisal as a part of program 
planning. 
6. Development efforts should be permitted to run their planned 
course. 
7. Direct efforts toward developing~ generalist, not a specialist. 
8. Give regard to manager's multi-problem demands. 
9. Develop several trainees. 
10. Management development should be considered a continuous 
process. 
11. Develop listenership of trainees. 
12. Handle promotion promises discreetly. 
13. Provide for trainee to app_ly immediately what he has learned. 
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MANAGERIAL AUTHORITY 
The corporation status of an agribusiness firm stems from a 
charter which is a document issued by a state authorizing the for-
mation of a corporation. The owners of the corporation are called 
stockholders, shareholders or members. 
"A Board of Directors is a governing body of an agribusiness 
legally created by the laws of the state and the corporate papers 
of the organization and by these legal docu~ents it is given the 
authority to exercise the power of the corpg__ration, limited only 
by any condition set forth in the corporation's by-laws. It is by 
means of this charter, as stipulated in the state statutes called 
Corporation Laws, that the corporation comes into existence. •' 
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"The ultimate authority for management, of a corporate bus-
iness, cooperative or general, rests with the owners or stockhold-
ers. The owners or stockholders select and elect members of a Board 
of Directors. From the viewpoint of the law, the Board of Directors 
are the real head of a corpora~ion, and occupy a position between 
the stockholders and hired management. ,. 
"The Board of Directors is not only charged with the responsi-
bility for exercising all the authority of the corporation; its 
management, the safeguarding of its assets and the conduct of its 
business, but the Board of Directors is, in fact, the only ones in 
whom this authority is ves~. •' 
The Board of Directors, acting as a group, is the only body of 
persons who can lawfully conduct and manage the corporation. 
"In fact, it is the abilities. ot the men who make up .the Board 
of Directors that is the real decisive factor in the growth and ac-
complishments of any firm. · 
"It must always be remembered that the Board of Directors' de-
cisions are group decisions. The Board is a group; it acts jointly 
as a Board; it never acts as an individual. Opinions and actions re-
sult from the contributions from all .the persons making up the Board. 
Therefore, the selection of persons to serve on the Board of Directors 
is an important decision for the:,owners of the corporation. '' 
"The action of any Board of Directors is conditioned by the back-
ground, experience, knowledge and attitude of its collective member-
ship. The awareness on the part of the cn-mers of the corporation, of 
the obligation or trust which the Board of Directors has is of fore-
most importance. •1 
"Ideally, a Board member's position is one of trusteeship in 
watching over the assets of the corporation for the benefit of its 
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stockholders. It is necessary that each director have knowledge of 
the corporation's business, its~b~portunities, its limitations and 
conditions affecting its operations. 
''Many corporations select directors who possess certain manage-
rial skills, such as finance, law judgment, etc. The Cooperative Mar-
keting Act of Ohio requires that the directors of cooperatives or-
ganized under this Act be farmer members of the cooperative; however, 
it does provide for some directors-at-large."Y 
Directors' Duties: 
"It is difficult to define all the duties of the Board of Direc-
tors. In general, it can be said that members of the Board of Direc-
tors are individually and collectively under a continuing obligation 
to exercise their best judgment and apply such knowledge and experi-
ence as they have in the conduct and management of the cooperative's 
business. They must use good faith and exercise the care which is 
commonly exercised by an ordinarily carcf~l and prudent man under sim-
ilar conditions. They must have in mind that they are trustees charg-
ed with the responsibility of dealing with the rights and properties 
of others. Many Directors of Cooperatives say that the biggest chal-
lenge to a member of a Board of Directors is that they have the re-
sponsibility of making decisions that are ll£t based on their own in-
dividual interests, but on the total combined interests of all the 
members or stockholders of the association. As trustees, for the 
shareholders and members of the{r cooperative association, they must 
not take advantage of their position as director to gain profit or 
benefit for themselves at the_expense of the corporation. They must 
receive renumeration for the time they actually spend as officers or 
directors in service to the cooperative and for their services as 
members of the executive committee. 
"As individuals, the members of the Board of Directors have no 
authority to act for, or bind the corporation, unless they are duly 
elected or appointed to do so in a legal meeting of the Board of 
Directors. 
"Directors must use care in directing its affairs to keep within 
the powers conferred upon them by the corporation's charter, by-
laws, marketing contracts, if atty, and laws of the State of Ohio. If 
the directors exceed their authority, neglect their responsibilities 
or act in violation of the provisions of the statute, their charter, 
by-laws or market:ing contract11, legal liability rea1,1lte, 
"Although the directors of a cooperative association occupy po-
sitions of trust, responsibility and liability, they are not insurers 
of the success of the association."Y 
!J In3raham, Charles H.; Cooperative Director Training, OSU, 1967, p. 3 
'JJ Ibid., pg. 10 
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Directors discharge their duties in two ways: 
· 1. They handle their duties directly as a Board. They 
deliberate, make decisions and give insturctions as 
a unit--not as individuals. 
2. They delegate duties to a competent manager.~/ 
An Advisory Board has only those responsibilities specified 
in the by-laws. 
Managers must know their own managerial responsibilities and 
also be familiar with the managerial responsibilities of the Board 
of Directors. 
The manager must have certain definite management responsi-
bilities. The following list is suggested as those responsibilities 
a Board of Directors should delegate to a manager. 
1. Direct Business Activities: 
This may appear to be contradictory since one may assume 
all directing is done by directors. However, the Board does 
not direct in this sense. Hired management direct when they 
regulate operations of the business and the conduct of other 
employees. They also dfrect when they guide, instruct, and 
give orders. A manager, for example, directs a firm much 
as a conductor directs an orchestra. He is in charge of 
specific and detailed operations of the organization. 
2. Set Goals and Make Short-range Plans: 
The manager's responaibility also includes setting goals 
and making plans. Steps must be taken to carry out general 
policies that have been· laid down by the Board. In turn, 
a manager finds it necess~t"Y, to set goals and to make his 
own plans for achieving established objectives. 
3. Organize and Coordinate Subordinates and Activities: 
The manager is chiefly responsible for the internal organ-
ization of the business activity. A logical structure must 
be developed as a framework for performing functions of the 
association. It is the:,manager' s task to develop that structure 
and to relate employees to appropriate assignments within the 
structure. 
Since organizational structure is closely related to goals 
and policies that are the board's responsibility, the manager 
must work closely with the board in this area. However, the 
manager must take the initiative. 
37 Manuel, M.; Improving Management of Farmer Cooperatives, FCS, 




The manager's job includes responsibilities of control. 
These may be divided into two kinds: (a) Controls to carry 
out instructions of the board, and (b) controls initiated on 
his own behalf. 
The manager will do such things as make forecasts, analyze 
alternatives, make decisions, and initiate plans based upon 
those decisions. He will need controls to determine the ac-
curacy of his forecasts and to see if his plans are working 
satisfactorily. 
An essential part of employing controls is having the in-
formation needed to make them effective. The manager and his 
·chief assistants must have a thorough understanding of all 
problems facing the firm and possible alternatives for solving 
them. 
In addition, they must have detailed information about the 
level of performance being achieved in all areas of q:ieration. 
Only by having a full understanding of the overall business 
can they use controls effectively to check results and to make 
improvements. 
5. Staff the Firm: 
The manager's position carries with it a major staffing 
responsibility. So~e staffing may be done in cooperation 
with the Board; other stnffing might be done working jointly 
with subordinates. 
Rules for Dividing Board and Hired Management Responsibility: 
The previous section cited· responsibilities for ea.ch component of 
the management team of the firm~ Those characteristically assumed by 
each party were. included in standard situations. 
Of course, in many situations exact divisions of responsibility 
cannot be made. Differences of opinion do exist on how they should be 
shared. A manager's responsibility in a given firm will also vary, de-
pending upon local circumstances and upon the abilities and personalities 
involved. 
Employee responsibility, in a management sense, may be defined as 
the obligation thorough knowledge and understanding of all problems 
facing the firm and possible alternatives for solving them. 
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Employee responsibility, in a management sense, may be defined as 
the obligation of a subordinate to perform his duties. It denotes a 
relationship between one in authority and a subordinate. In essence, 
responsibility means obligation. 
Responsibility cannot be delegated to others. For example, a man-
ager may delegate authority to accomplish an assignment to a subordinate, 
but the manager cannot delegate the responsibility with which he has been 
charged. Our concern is to identify responsibility. 
Some general rules to determine areas of responsibility appear here, 
not as absolutes, but as guides. Experience has shown that many questions 
about responsibility can arise between the Board of Directors and the 
Manager. Therefore, the rules discussed here pertain to the division of 
responsibility between the manager and the Board of Directors. 
1. Time-period rule: 
Some management decisions are made to handle matters for a short 
period of time, while others may be for a long period. The length 
of time is useful to determine areas of responsibility in firm man-
agement. 
Lohg-run decisions are always made by the Board of Directors. 
Examples are setting the firm,' s objectives, making long-range plans, 
and establishing basic policies that are expected to prevail for 
several years. Making commitments which will require added facilities 
and staff also is the Board'-s responsibility. Changing the financial 
structure is another example. Each one of these decisions is 
characterized by its long-run nature. 
2. Idea VS. Action Decision Rule: 
Often decisions c an be classified as those dealing with ideas 
or those involving actions •. An idea may be defined as a mental 
pictuce of something desired, proposed or planned a contem-
plated performance. When dealing with idea decisions, one makes 
proposals, formulates plans, estimates probable outcome. Such 
activities involve ideas and not actions and are clearly the 
obligation of the Board of Directors. 
The Manager gets into action decisions when it comes to putting 
idea decisions into action. Making action decisiona ia the respons-
ibility of the manager. 
3. Trusteeship Rule: 
Direct~rs are trustees, elected to act on behalf of the interests 
of the members. B-.sic decisions to safeguard property of members 
and to insure its use for purposes intended are trusteeship decisions 
and clearly are the responSibility of the Board of Directors. 
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Therefore, the Board must~~o such things as establish effective 
controls, arrange for an external audit, and determine (within limits 
authorized by the organization's papers and statutes) h".'!W the firm's 
savings will be distributed. The Board may delegate some of its 
authority to the manager when carrying out its trusteeship, but 
it cannot shift its basic responsibility. 
For example, the Board may give the manager authority to purchase 
and keep in force insurance coverage on association property. Here 
it would delegate its authority, but not its responsibility for 
maintaining and safeguarding property. 
4. Control Rule: 
Often questions arise about the nature of responsibility for 
carrying out control functions. Since the manager as well as the 
Board of Directors is involved in control activities, some division 
of responsibility is essential. 
Control activities may be divided into two kinds, primary and 
secondary. Primary controls are those dealing with long-range 
activities or those involving items of a trusteeship. They include 
controls over the manager, long-run policies,long-range financial 
c011111itments and controls 'for overall performanc.a of the firm. 
Secondary controls have to do with the short-run operational 
aspects of the firm. These include control over subordinate man-
agers (such as department heads) and employees; production, mar-
keting, and procurement activities; and office procedures. 
The Board of Directors must be responsible for primary controls 
while the Manager must assume responsibility for secondary ones. 
Classifying these controls into primary and secondary groups as 
defined should be helpful for determining responsibility over con-
trol matters. 
S. Staffing Rules: 
are: 
Two seemingly obvious, but definite points regarding staffing 
1. The manager is employed by the Board of Directors. 
2. Employees having no management responsibilities are hired 
by the manager. 
However, an understanding needs to be reached for staffing 
many positions in the typical firm. 
Authority for staffing must be vested in the person or group 
having responsibility for the work to be performed. When respons-





Several conditions must be met for the agribusiness to have effective 
and efficient management. 
First, each element of the firm's management team must understand 
the nature and extent of management responsibilities for all members of 
the team. 
Second, each must do his share, yet not infringe on the rights and 
duties of the others. 
Third, when questions of management responsibility arise, those 
involved should discuss them openly and seek to arrive at logical divi-
sions of responsibility. 
Once made, decisions should be recorded and made available to all 
concerned. 
Questions: 
What guidelines to you use.in your firm to designate board and 
hired management responsibility? 
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APPENDIX I 
Worksheet 1: Evaluating Manageclent of an Agribusiness 
Key Questions to ask: 
Organizing 
1. Is there a clear-cut organization plan 
relating personnel and facilities con-
sistent with tasks to be accomplished? 
2. Are there detailed job descriptions for 
executi~es and supervisiors making clear 
their responsibilities, authority, and 
relationships? 
3. Are the functions, authority, and relation-
ships of the various functional units 
clearly established? 
4. Are qualified persons selected against 
position requirements and properly as-
signed in the organization and adequate-
1 y paid? 
.S. Are personnel requirements for key 
positions projected far enough ahead 
(3 to 5 years), and are qualified re-. 
placements available as needed? 
Management Team 
1. Does the corporate structure clearly 
indicate the ultimate source of author-
ity and the respective responsib_ilities 
of board of directors and hired manage-
ment? 
2. Are the respective functions and re-
sponsibilities of board and manage-. 
ment clearly distinguished? 
3. Is the manager free to make recom-
mendations to the board according 
to his best judgment? 
4. Does the manager present matters, in-
cluding regular reports, to the board 
in the most effective form for their 
consideration and decision? 
5. Does the board delegate respondbili ty 
and corresponding authority to the 
manager? 
6. Does the board let the manager take 
appropriate action in selecting, 
directing, disciplining, or releas-
ing staff members? 
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Mana2ement Team (cont'd.) 1 2 3 
7. Does the board support the man·-:ger 
appropriately when he functions with-
in established policies? 
8. Does the management team devote atten-
tion to member and public relations 
and promote programs for improving 
them? 
9. Do all parts of the management team 
recognize their responsibility for 
continuously seeking to improve them-
selves to do their jobs? 
Legend: 1--good, no improvement needed; 2--.f!!!., some improvement needed; 
and 3--poor £!. lacking, much improvement needed. 
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APPENDIX II 
Ten Tests of Organizatiop and Staffing 
How satisfactorily, in your op1n1on, are the principles of sound 
organization and staffing carried out in your organization? The column 
on the right gives you ratings to test your performance: 1 for out-
standing--exceptionally good; 2 for satisfactory--no improvement needed; 
3 for fairly satisfactory--some improvement needed; 4 for weak--consid-
erable improvement needed; and 5 for lacking--much improvement needed. 
1. Accountability. Is each department 
organized around the achievement of 
a major objective for which a single 
executive is held finally responsible 
and accountable in confonnity with 
definite standards? 
2. Authority. Is there a clear line of 
formal authority running from the 
top to the bottom of the organiza-
tion? Does everyone know exactly 
to whom he reports, what he is ac-
countable for, and what standards 
he is required to meet? 
3. Progression. Do all positions with-
in each department, and the company 
as a whole, provide a natural ladder 
of progression and increasing scope 
so related in sequence of difficulty 
that at all ti.mes employees are ih-
training for advancements as vacan-
cies occur? 
4. Relationships. Have all functional· 
responsibilities, relationships, and 
authorities been clarified? Are lines 
of conunand, sources of advice, and 
channels of conununication definite 
and clear-cut? 
5. Effectiveness. Does the Organiza-
tion Structure (pattern) create a 
climate that encourages maximum 
executive performance, effective-
ness and accountlbi.lity? 
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Our Performance 
5 4 3 2 1 
-2-
Ten Tests of Organization and Staffing (cont'd): 
Our rJerformance 
5 4 3 2 1 
• Duties and Responsibilities. Are 6 
the obje~tives of each organizational 
unit and the duties and responsi-
bilities of every position within 
the organization prescribed in 
writing? 
7 . Qualification Requirements. Have 
qualifications standards for each 
position been prescribed in terms of 
specific knowledge, skills, and per-
sonal qualities required? How effect-
ively are they being used for the 
selection and promotion of qualified 
employees? 
8 • Compensation. Have compensations 
standards been prescribed in terms 
of position classifications, grades, 
and adequate pay ranges applicabl_~. 
to every position in the organization? 
How effectively are they being ad-= 
ministered? 
9 • Utilization. Is each executive and 
supervisor held finally responsible 
for the selection, compensation,: de-
velopment, productivity, and morale 
of all persons who report to him? 
For the maximum utilization of the . 
highest abilities, skills, and iti-
terests of each employee within his 
jurisdiction? 
l o. Peformance Appraisals. Is a sys'tem-
atic program of periodic appraisals 
of executive performance at alllevels 
carried out effectively? Does. top 
management require and use adeqilate 
analyses of the results of such ap-
praisals? 
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